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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 In an appalling display of unprofessionalism, Defendant’s counsel, Kristy Sambor, 

seeks to alter stipulated facts by making libelous and vitriolic statements as to Plaintiff’s 

counsel.    Without any attempt of a meet and confer, Defendants have filed a Notice of 

Errata that does not merely change a typographical error or make a minor, unsubstantial 

change but instead seeks to change testimony made under penalty of perjury, and joint 

stipulated  facts between  the parties.    ʺA  stipulation  is  conclusive with  respect  to  the 

matters  covered  by  it,  unless  the  court,  for  good  cause  shown,  later  permits  its 

abandonment or withdrawal.ʺ  ( Harris v. Spinali Auto Sales, Inc.  (1966) 240 Cal.App.2d 

447,  452  [49  Cal.Rptr.  610].)  The  truth  of  the  facts  contained  therein  cannot  be 

contradicted, and while such stipulation is not itself evidence, it is the equivalent of, and 

may be relied on as, proof. ( Id. at pp. 452‐453.)     

Not only  is this Notice of Errata an  improper means  in which to change facts that 

were  jointly  stipulated  to  by  the parties,  opposing  counsel  in  a  stunning display  of 

unprofessionalism,  blames  Plaintiff’s  counsel  and  makes  unsubstantiated  vitriolic 

charges. 

The  facts  show  that  JPMorgan  Chase  Bank,  N.A.’s  (“Chase”)  person  most 

knowledgeable, Rosemary Martin (“Ms. Martin”) under penalty of perjury,  identified 

the INV field containing either 3 numerical digits or letters, as a code that identifies the 

investor. Not once, but several times during the deposition, Ms. Martin confirmed the 3‐

digit identifier in the INV field was that of the investor.  Further, Ms. Martin explained 

how  the  3‐digit  identifier was used  to  confirm  the  investor  in Chase’s LISA  system.  

Identification of the investors was an unresolved discovery issue that will be an issue 

taken  up  on  appeal.    Regardless,  defendant’s  crass  attempt  to  change  deposition 

testimony and joint stipulated facts by blaming Plaintiff’s counsel for Defendant’s own 

counsel’s inexcusable standard of care should be stricken. Zamora v. Clayborn Contracting 
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Group, Inc. (2002) 28 Cal.4th 249, 258.  Defendant has clearly sought to take advantage of 

the fact the litigation has concluded by filing this after dismissal.   

Defendants’ filing of the Notice of Errata is procedurally and substantially defective 

and contains  libelous statements, which  impugn  the  reputation of Plaintiff’s counsel; 

had this been filed prior to conclusion of the litigation it would be subject to a Motion to 

Strike. Defendants’ Notice of Errata shows that Mr. Fox was highly prejudiced by the 

Defendants’ word games and provides further evidence that there were material facts in 

dispute and the motion for summary judgment was erroneously granted. 

II.  DEPOSITION TESTIMONY  

A. TESTIMONY OF ROSEMARY MARTIN 

On April 11, 2017 Plaintiff deposed Chase’s person most knowledgeable, Rosemary 

Martin.    (A  true and  correct  copy of  the Deposition  is attached herein as Exhibit 1). 

During  this deposition Ms. Martin  testified, under penalty of perjury,  the  three‐digit 

identifier in the INV field represented the investor and that said identifier was used for 

entering into the Chase system referenced as LISA, to confirm the investor.     

1. Deposition Testimony 

PAGE 89 and PAGE 90 

 

1 Q Then I'll ask the question differently. 
2 Does Chase have a report, a memo, or some document 
3 that references each investor and its code? 
4 A When we go into our MSP system, there's an 
5 investor code, and we look up the investor code in 
6 our LISA system. 
7 Q Say that again. 
8 A Our LISA. 
9 Q How is that spelled? 
10 A L-I-S-A. 
11 Q Well, it could be L-e-e-s-a. I don't know. 
12 A And that's where we can look up our 
13 documentation and loan investor on that particular 
14 system. 
15 Q And do you know what LISA stands for? 
16 A I'm not going to guess the acronym for that. 
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17 Q Okay. So is it LISA that would have that 
18 report or generate that report? 
19 A It's not a report. It's a repository. It's 
20 essentially a repository system where it would -- 
21 again, it would give us information, and it would 
22 actually house documentation in regards to the trust 
23 or the investor. 
24 Q Okay. And have you seen any sort of report 

25 or memo or anything generated from LISA? Is there 

 
1 anything that's generated, or no? 
2 A There's no generation. Essentially, if it's 
3 in a trust, we would look at the investor code. We 
4 put the investor code into a LISA system. It would 
5 confirm who the investor is, and it would allow us in 
6 writing to see if there is any information in regards 
7 to underwriting or foreclosing, foreclosure 

8 information about that particular investor. 

 

PAGE 82 and PAGE 83 

  
21 Q Can you explain what "L76" means? 
22 A Can you show me where it would be? 
23 Q "L76" is at the top. If you look at the 
24 top, it says "Loan History." Then it has the letters 

25 "Y-T-D." Then it says "INV." Then it says "L76." 

 
1 What does that mean? 
2 A Investor L76. 
3 Q So "INV" means "investor"? 
4 A Yes. 
5 Q And "L76" means that's the investor. L76, 
6 is that a number that's assigned? Is that -- 
7 A There are codes for investors. And, again, 
8 without looking, I can't speak if that's the actual 
9 investor, but there are investor codes that are three 
10 digits. 
11 Q And so would you know who L76 references? 
12 A I'd have to look into my system, and then I 
13 can see what L76 is. Usually that's the investor 
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14 number. 
 
 

PAGE 87 and PAGE 88 

 
22 Q Okay. So you stated on Exhibit 7 the "INV" 
23 means "investor." And this one has "A01" as the 
24 investor. 
25 A I see that. 
 
1 Q And do you know who A01 is? 
2 A I don't know for certain. I'm not going to 
3 guess. 
4 Q Right. And you were -- we asked if you 
5 would be so kind as to let us know who L76 was on 
6 Exhibit 7. 
7 I'm going to have the same question on 
8 Exhibit 6 if you could tell us who the investor is, 
9 A01. Is that something you can also research? 

 

2. Martin Made Did Not Change her Testimony with Errata for Deposition 

   Code of Civil Proc., § 2025.520(b) allows the deponent up to 30 days to change the form 

or substance of the answer to the question.  In this matter, Ms. Martin did in fact submit an 

errata sheet for the deposition on June 5, 2017.    (A true and correct copy of Deposition 

Errata attached herein as Exhibit 2).     She did not change the form or substance of her 

statements that “INV” means investor or that the 3‐digit identifier referenced as a code, 

was entered into LISA to confirm the investor. 

3. Martin’s Declaration in Support of Opposition to Motion to Compel Misstates 

Her Deposition Testimony 

    Defendant’s counsel sought to change Ms. Martin’s testimony by stating that the three‐

digit  identifier  represented  the  investors  code  for  the  servicer not  the  identity  of  the 

investor.  When asked to have Ms. Martin retract and revise her testimony, under penalty 

of perjury, Defendant refused. (A true and correct copy of the email exchange is attached 

herein  as  Exhibit  3)  Instead,  Defendant  attempts  to  claim Ms. Martin  changed  her 

testimony through a declaration in support of Defendant’s Opposition to the Motion to 
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Compel, but  that declaration actually misstates  the deposition  testimony.    (A  true and 

correct  copy  of  the  declaration  by Ms. Martin  attached  herein  as  Exhibit  4).    The 

declaration fails to acknowledge the request for the INV on the Loan Transfer History 

File which shows the purported sale and transfer of the loan. (Exhibit 5, Loan Transfer 

History File).  This declaration is signed June1, 2017, was done after Ms. Martin confirmed 

her testimony with her May 12, 2017 Deposition Errata sheet. 

   In  the motion  to  compel  declaration Ms. Martin  states,  “I  told  him  “INV” means 

investor but that I did not know what that particular code meant. My counsel and I agreed 

that we would research the issue”. (Exh. 4, ¶ 5).  However, in her deposition testimony, 

at p.83:3‐14 Ms. Martin  confirmed  INV means  investor and  further  stated, “those are 

codes  for  investors”,  “usually  that’s  the  investor’s number”.   The  3‐digit  code  as  the 

investor was again confirmed by Ms. Martin, in her deposition, at p.90:3‐4 in which Ms. 

Martin stated, “We put the investor code into a LISA system. It would confirm who the 

investor is…”.     

B.    SAMBOR ACKNOWLEDGES READING THE STIPULATED FACTS 

The stipulated  facts were emailed  to Kristy Sambor, David Piper and Clay Lean at 

2:58pm on Wednesday, June 7, 2017.  At 3:07pm Ms. Sambor responded stating, “I see 

you struck a majority of the facts we  included.”   Ms. Sambor clearly admits to having 

reviewed the document. (A true and correct copy of the email is attached herein as Exhibit 

6).   At 3:32pm, Ms. Sambor returned  the stipulated  facts with her signature via email, 

cc’ing David Piper and Clay Lean.    

III.   LEGAL AUTHORITY 

    It is highly prejudicial to Mr. Fox that this Notice of Errata be allowed to remain on 

record unopposed or that Ms. Sambor’s libelous, inflammatory statements which seek to 

unfairly  and  unprofessionally  impugn  and malign  the  reputation  of Mr.  Freshman 

remain on record. 
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A. DEPOSITION TESTIMONY  

 The deposition shows that Mr. Fox was seeking the chain of ownership of the loan 

from origination to the current time.  From Ms. Martin’s own words, stated under penalty 

of perjury and  confirmed with her  signature on  the deposition  testimony,  the 3‐digit 

identifier under the field INV represented the investor.  With a play of words, defendant’s 

counsel  seeks  to  change Martin’s  testimony by  claiming  it  is an  investor  code  for  the 

servicer.  Servicer is the entity that collects the periodic payments on the loan. (Gomes v. 

Countrywide  Home  Loans,  Inc.  (2011)  192  Cal.App.4th  1149  [121  Cal.Rptr.3d  819].)  

Mortgage loan service may be separate entity from the loan originator, lender or owner. 

(Akopyan v. Wells Fargo Home Mortgage, Inc. (2013) 215 Cal.App.4th 120 [155 Cal.Rptr.3d 

245].)  Investor is a buyer of security or other property who seeks to profit from it without 

exhausting the principal; broadly who spends money with an expectation of earning a 

profit. Black’s Law Dictionary 855 (10th Ed. 2014). 

It is not for an attorney to change the words or meaning of a deponent’s testimony, 

that is why the deponent is given 30 days to review the testimony and freely change the 

form or substance of an answer to the deposition questions.  Ms. Martin made no such 

changes. 

   It  is highly prejudicial  that  the Defendant, who made promises on April 11, 2017  to 

provide this information, now through counsel seeks to change the deponent’s testimony 

by  changing  the meaning of  the  terms as  identified by  the deponent and  ignores  the 

Deponents confirmation on the Loan Transfer History File purportedly showing the sale 

and  transfer  of  the  loan,  ignores  this  testimony which  conflicts with  defendant  now 

claiming it is the servicer being identified.  

B. STIPULATED FACTS 

   For whatever reason, Ms. Sambor now seeks to unilaterally change joint stipulated facts 

through  an  improper  Notice  of  Errata  after  conclusion  of  the  litigation.  Her 

unprofessional attack and vitrolic allegations do not change the fact that she did in fact, 
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read the facts and signed them.    ( Harris v. Spinali Auto Sales, Inc. (1966) 240 Cal.App.2d 

447, 452 [49 Cal.Rptr. 610].) 

IV. CONCLUSION 

  The word “errata”  in of  itself denotes a text correction  in a short or minor document 

revision. In this matter, defendant’s Notice of Errata does much more, both in changing 

joint stipulated facts and actual deposition testimony given under penalty of perjury.  It 

is highly misleading and prejudicial to Mr. Fox. It is improper that Ms. Sambor filed a 

Notice of Errata after conclusion and dismissal of the litigation, preventing Mr. Fox from 

filing a Motion to Strike the Notice of Errata, as such Mr. Fox files the objection to the 

Notice of Errata to set the record straight. 

            LAW OFFICE OF RONALD H. FRESHMAN 

Dated: September 1, 2017   

          By:  ____________________________   

            Ronald H. Freshman, Esq. 

            Attorney for Plaintiff, Harry M. Fox 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 
 

 I am employed in the County of Los Angeles, State of California. I am over the 
age of 18 and not a party to the within action; my business address is 222 West 6th 
Street, Suite 400, San Pedro, California 90731. On September 1, 2017, I served the 
within PLAINTIFF’S OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT’S NOTICE OF ERRATA the 
interested parties in said action by placing the original a true copy thereof, enclosed in 
a served envelope and addressed as follows: 

David Piper, Esq. 
 Kristy Sambor. Esq.  

Kristy.SamborOkyl.com  
KEESAL, YOUNG & LOGAN, APC  

400 Oceangate 
Long Beach, CA 90802  

Tel: (562) 436-2000  
Fax: (562) 436-7416 

Attorneys for Defendants, JP MORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A; US BANK, N.A.;  
BANK OF AMERICA, NA; WAMU MORTGAGE PASS THROUGH  

CERTIFICATES SERIES 2007-HY1 TRUST 

_  BY UNITED STATES MAIL, I am "readily familiar" with the practice of collection 
and processing correspondence for mailing. Under that practice, it would be deposited 
in a box or other facility regularly maintained by the United States Postal Service with 
First-Class postage thereon fully prepaid that same day at San Pedro, California, in the 
ordinary course of business.  
 

   X     OVERNIGHT DELIVERY – I deposited such envelope for collection and delivery by 
GSO Overnight with delivery fees paid or provided for in accordance with ordinary business 
practices. Packages for overnight delivery by GSO Overnight are deposited with a facility 
regularly maintained by GSO Overnight for receipt on the same day in the ordinary course of 
business. 
 
       BY PERSONAL SERVICE, I caused to be delivered such document by hand to the above-
listed addressee. 
 
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the above is 
true and correct. 
 

Dated: September 1, 2017  
 



	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

EXHIBIT	  “1”	  



      SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

                COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

HARRY M. FOX, an individual and    )
as Trustee of the FOX LIVING TRUST )
                                   )
             Plaintiff,            )
                                   )
        vs.                        ) No. BC602491
                                   )
JP MORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A; US BANK,)
N.A.; BANK OF AMERICA, NA; WAMU    )
MORTGAGE PASS THROUGH CERTIFICATES )
SERIES 2007-HY1 TRUST CALIFORNIA   )
RECONVEYANCE COMPANY; DOE          )
DEFENDANTS,                        )
                                   )
             Defendants.           )
___________________________________)

            DEPOSITION OF ROSEMARY MARTIN

               Tuesday, April 11, 2017

              Newport Beach, California

Reported by:
SAMANTHA VOGT
CSR No. 14134
JOB No. 20333F



Harry M. Fox vs. JP Morgan Chase Bank, N.A. Date Taken:  4/11/2017
Witness:  Rosemary Martin

M and M Court Reporters, Inc.   (714)972-2300   Fax (714)972-1616

2

1       SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

2                 COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

3

4

5 HARRY M. FOX, as individual and    )
as Trustee of the FOX LIVING TRUST )

6                                    )
             Plaintiff,            )

7                                    )
        vs.                        ) No. BC602491

8                                    )
JP MORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A; US BANK,)

9 N.A.; BANK OF AMERICA, NA; WAMU    )
MORTGAGE PASS THROUGH CERTIFICATES )

10 SERIES 2007-HY1 TRUST CALIFORNIA   )
RECONVEYANCE COMPANY; DOE          )

11 DEFENDANTS,                        )
                                   )

12              Defendants.           )
___________________________________)

13

14

15

16

17         Deposition of ROSEMARY MARTIN, taken on
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1   NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA; TUESDAY, APRIL 11, 2017

2                 9:07 A.M. - 3:09 P.M.

3                          -oOo-

4                     ROSEMARY MARTIN,

5   called as a witness, having been first duly sworn,

6          was examined and testified as follows:

7                          -oOo-

8                       EXAMINATION

9  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

10       Q   Could you please provide your full name for

11  the record and spell your last name.

12       A   My name is Rosemary Martin.

13  R-o-s-e-m-a-r-y.  Martin, M-a-r-t-i-n.

14       Q   Thank you.  And do you prefer that I call

15  you Ms. Martin, or do you prefer that I call you

16  Rosemary?

17       A   Your choice.  I respond either way.

18       Q   Okay.  If I may, I'd like to just call you

19  Rosemary.

20       A   And that's fine.  Thank you.

21       Q   As long as Kristy doesn't have a problem.

22           MS. SAMBOR:  Sure.

23  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

24       Q   Okay.  Good.  So, Rosemary, have you had

25  your deposition taken before?
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1       A   I have.

2       Q   Okay.  Do you know about how many times

3  you've had your deposition taken?

4       A   I don't keep count.

5       Q   Well, I'm not going to ask you to guess, but

6  I'm just going to try to narrow it.  Would it be more

7  than 10?

8       A   Yes.

9       Q   Would it be more than 50?

10       A   I don't think so.

11       Q   Okay.  Just curious.  So you understand that

12  the oath that you're taking is just as if you were --

13  even though we're in an informal setting, you realize

14  that that is the same as if you were testifying in

15  court, and it's under penalty of perjury; correct?

16       A   I understand.

17       Q   Okay.  And obviously you understand audible

18  answers and saying "yes" and "no" as opposed to

19  "uh-huh" or "unh-unh" or shrugging your head or

20  anything like that as well?

21       A   I understand.

22       Q   Thank you.  So if you need a break, just let

23  us know.  That's never a problem.  One thing is that,

24  we will get to a point where at the end when you

25  actually review your testimony, you're going to have
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1  to --

2           When you review your testimony, you will

3  have the opportunity to make changes to that

4  testimony.  You get what's called an errata sheet.

5  Are you familiar with that process as well?

6       A   I am.

7       Q   Okay.  So you know anything that's

8  inconsistent can be used for impeachment purposes;

9  right?

10       A   I understand I can change things.

11       Q   Yes.  Okay.  Could you please provide your

12  title, your official title for the record.

13       A   I am a mortgage bank research officer.

14       Q   Okay.  And do you have any other titles that

15  you maintain other than that?

16       A   No.

17       Q   Okay.  So do you sign documents on behalf --

18  well, do you sign any other documents on behalf of

19  Chase?

20       A   I have signed mediation statements.

21       Q   Okay.  Any other type of documents that

22  you --

23       A   I have on a very small occasion signed

24  affidavits.

25       Q   Okay.  And the affidavits would be for a
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1  variety of things, or would it be -- is there any

2  focus on that type of affidavit, if you will?

3       A   It's very case specific, and it's very

4  infrequent.  I think I've done possibly one or two.

5           (Interruption in the proceedings.)

6  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

7       Q   Okay.  How long have you been employed with

8  Chase?

9       A   A little over eight years.

10       Q   And have you had other -- I would presume,

11  but I don't want to assume that you've had other

12  employers; is that correct?

13       A   That is correct.

14       Q   And what other employment have you had?

15       A   The majority of my employment has been in

16  the mortgage industry.  I've worked in the mortgage

17  industry since 1998.

18       Q   And are you authorized to sign as an officer

19  on behalf of any other entity than Chase?

20       A   No.

21       Q   With respect to your background, I'd like to

22  just find out a little bit about it.  Could you just

23  give a brief background of your educational history.

24       A   I graduated high school from Mahopac, New

25  York, High School.  And I attended Putnam Northern
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1  Westchester School of Nursing.  I got my LPN when I

2  was 18.  I worked in that industry until 1997.

3  Started working in 1998 in a mortgage company called

4  Irwin Mortgage.

5           For education, essentially, education was

6  high school; and then I got my associate's degree

7  from University of Phoenix, and I finished it.  I

8  started with Regents College in New York, and I

9  finished it online with University of Phoenix in

10  2011.

11       Q   I see.  And in 1998 when you did work for

12  Irwin Mortgage --

13       A   Yes.

14       Q   -- what was your initial job that you did,

15  if you will, or your tasks?

16       A   I was hired essentially to start as a FHA VA

17  case number assigner.  And within probably a

18  three-week span, I realized that was a waste of my

19  abilities.  So they trained me how to be a

20  conventional VA FHA auditor, and I audited files for

21  two years after that.

22       Q   And when you audit files, what does that

23  consist of?  Is there sort of a mindset, or is there

24  some sort of procedure that you go through doing

25  that?
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1       A   It was a long time ago, but essentially it

2  was a retail branch.  And before an investor would

3  accept a loan, we had to make sure that everything

4  matched in the particular file.  So if it was missing

5  an underwriting finding or if there was a

6  underwriting finding that wasn't completed or if we

7  had to relook at an appraisal or if --

8           There has to be something missing for an

9  investor not to buy it.  So I would have to complete

10  whatever task it would be to look at the file and

11  make sure it's complete, and then we would send it

12  back to the investor.

13       Q   I see.  And so it was only for that specific

14  type of mortgage loan, the FHA VA types of loans

15  only?

16       A   And conventional.

17       Q   And conventional?  Okay.  So since your

18  employment with Chase, what positions have you held,

19  titles, if you will?  Or if you would be so kind,

20  what did you start as?  And if it changed, could you

21  please give me sort of the detail of how that

22  transpired?

23       A   Certainly.  After I worked for Irwin

24  Mortgage, I started working as a loan processor.

25       Q   For Chase?
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1       A   No, not for Chase.

2       Q   Okay.

3       A   No.  I worked as a loan processor, I

4  believe -- I'm trying to think -- it was Delwood

5  Mortgage I was loan processor for.  And then I worked

6  for a few different companies, mortgage companies, as

7  a loan processor including Chase Finance in 2000 -- I

8  believe it was 2002 to 2003, somewhere in that range.

9           I've worked for a couple different mortgage

10  companies, and I worked for a couple different

11  builders.  I worked for Lenar, and I worked for Deal

12  Horton, again, as a loan processor.  And when I was

13  at Deal Horton, I worked there for around -- I think

14  it was around four years.

15           I worked a small stint as a loan officer.

16  And I was also a marketing assistant and helped the

17  builder with Fannie and Freddie condo acceptance.  On

18  their particular condos, we were having some issues

19  with being spot acceptance with Freddie and Fanny.

20  And so I worked directly with them to help them get

21  some condo approval.

22       Q   Excuse me.  And these were all in

23  California?

24       A   No.  They were in Florida.

25       Q   Okay.
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1       A   I come from Florida.

2       Q   I see.  And so when did you -- I guess I

3  didn't ask this.  Where do you live now?

4       A   I live in Orlando, Florida.

5       Q   Okay.  And with respect to this particular

6  matter, which you're familiar with, I presume, what

7  qualifies you to be the PMK for this particular

8  deposition?

9       A   Back in -- so in 2009 I started working back

10  with Chase, and I started as a home ownership

11  advisor.  And that essentially is a front facing loss

12  mitigation associate.  And in 2011 I started working

13  as a mortgage bank research officer.  And I've been

14  doing that since.

15           I have a lot of experience regarding loan

16  documentation, loss mitigation documentation, the

17  processes on which loss mitigation is viewed and

18  offered.  I'm able to understand different screens

19  and different documents that we use in regards to

20  normal bank practices with loans.

21       Q   Okay.  So you can actually read some of

22  these funny looking documents?

23       A   They are not so funny.

24       Q   They look like Greek to me, but I'm trying

25  to make sense out of them, and I'm hoping you'll be
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1  able to help.

2       A   Okay.

3       Q   When did you know that you were going to be

4  the PMK for this particular deposition?

5       A   A few weeks ago.

6       Q   Okay.  And did you review any documents in

7  preparation for this deposition?

8       A   Yes.

9       Q   Okay.  And what documents did you review?

10       A   There are a multitude of documents.  I

11  reviewed the deed of trust, the note, payment

12  histories, correspondents with the client, internal

13  notes, notices of default, notices of sale,

14  pleadings, legal documents.

15       Q   Okay.  Thank you.  And I'm going to -- how

16  are those documents procured?  And what I'll explain

17  is that, were they stored in the normal course of

18  business, or did you get those through counsel or any

19  other matter?

20           I'm not trying to get into attorney-client

21  privilege or anything of that nature.  But do you

22  know how they were actually procured?

23       A   I have been able to review documents in our

24  records, and there's some documents that I reviewed

25  with counsel.
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1       Q   Okay.  So is it fair to say some were

2  electronically stored?  Were any in paper format as

3  well?

4       A   The ones I reviewed were electronically.

5       Q   Okay.  And can those documents at request be

6  easily produced?

7       A   I believe we produced all those documents.

8       Q   Okay.  Thank you.  Did you speak with anyone

9  other than your counsel in preparation for this

10  deposition regarding this particular deposition?

11       A   It was with counsel when I spoke to anyone

12  with -- about this particular file.

13       Q   Okay.  So besides reviewing the documents

14  that you just mentioned, what else have you done to

15  ensure that you would be adequately prepared to be

16  the person most knowledgeable, if there is anything

17  else?

18       A   I have reviewed all the documents for this

19  file, and I would be the person most knowledgeable.

20       Q   Was there any information that you sought in

21  preparation of today's deposition that you were not

22  able to obtain for any reason?

23       A   I believe I've seen documents on this file.

24  I don't know.

25       Q   Do you think that there is anybody else
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1  that's more knowledgeable about this or could be more

2  knowledgeable about this particular account than you?

3       A   I don't think so.

4       Q   Okay.  With respect to -- are you able to

5  identify each document that you've brought to this

6  deposition in response to the subpoena?

7       A   To my understanding, the documents that we

8  provided to you were the documents I reviewed.

9       Q   Are you able to identify those documents?

10           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Vague and

11  ambiguous.

12           THE WITNESS:  I'd have to look at the

13  documents to see if I can identify them.

14  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

15       Q   Okay.  So the documents that have been

16  produced that counsel has sent over, those are the

17  only documents that you're aware of?

18       A   Yes.

19       Q   Okay.  Well, I think we need to get into a

20  little bit of the exhibits.  Here is what is marked

21  as Exhibit 1.

22           And if you could, are you familiar with that

23  particular document?  Did you review this -- is this

24  one of documents that you reviewed as part of your

25  review of the file?
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1       A   Yes.

2           (Plaintiff's Exhibit 1 was marked for

3           identification by the shorthand reporter

4           and is attached hereto.)

5  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

6       Q   Okay.  Thank you.  And what is this an

7  exhibit of?

8       A   This is a copy of the adjustable rate note

9  for this particular property.

10       Q   Okay.  And how do you know it's a copy of

11  the original ARM note, Adjustable Rate Mortgage note?

12       A   This seems to be identical to what I've seen

13  in our business records.

14       Q   Okay.  So you've seen this document before?

15       A   I have except that this is redacted, and

16  there would be a loan number on the top portion.

17  That's the only thing that would be different.  And

18  it has a Bates number on the bottom.

19       Q   I see.  And I understand that it's redacted.

20  But do you know why it's redacted?

21       A   I didn't redact it.

22       Q   Okay.  So when you reviewed it, it didn't

23  have that redaction?

24       A   That's correct.

25       Q   Okay.  So do you know when you saw this
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1  document for the first time?

2       A   A few weeks ago.

3       Q   And any way to narrow that down to a day,

4  date, or time?

5       A   I could not tell you a specific date.  I

6  know it's been a few weeks.

7       Q   And, again, that was an electronic format;

8  correct?

9       A   That is correct.

10       Q   Had you seen it before that two-week period

11  the last -- so you're saying basically in the last

12  two weeks is when you saw it?  So we can say just for

13  general purposes a couple weeks ago?

14           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Misstates

15  testimony.

16           THE WITNESS:  The first time I'd seen this

17  document was within the last few weeks.

18  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

19       Q   Okay.  So had you seen this document -- you

20  hadn't seen this document before that time?

21       A   That's correct.

22       Q   Okay.  Thank you.  Since it's an electronic

23  document, is there a way to determine when that

24  document was entered into your system in an

25  electronic format?
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1       A   There would be a scan date.  I don't know

2  specifically what that date is, but there would be a

3  scan date of when the document was in our records.

4       Q   I see.  And would you have knowledge of who

5  would have done that scan?

6       A   I would not.

7       Q   Okay.

8       A   I don't know.

9       Q   Do you know the name of the electronic

10  system in which the electronic version of this

11  document is stored?

12       A   It's our i-Vault system.

13       Q   It's called i-Vault?

14       A   Correct.

15       Q   And is that a system that Chase uses at

16  least nationwide or globally?

17       A   I believe so.

18       Q   But you don't know when this version was

19  entered into your system?

20       A   When this specific document was entered into

21  our system, I do not.  I do know that I did see it in

22  our system.

23       Q   Okay.  Are you able to explain the business

24  practice of Chase in validating an electronic version

25  of a promissory note is an exact replica of the
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1  original note in the system?

2       A   Can you restate?

3       Q   Sure.  What I'm looking for is to explain

4  Chase's business practice for their validation of a

5  version of a promissory note such that it's an exact

6  duplicate of the original note.

7           So the question is, basically, do you know

8  how Chase does that?  Is it just -- do they take the

9  original note and scan it, or do they make a copy, a

10  photocopy, and then scan it in?  Do you know what

11  their process is, I guess?

12           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Vague and

13  ambiguous.  Compound.

14  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

15       Q   You can answer if you understand the

16  question.  If you don't understand the question, I'll

17  try to rephrase it.

18       A   Can you restate, please.

19       Q   So, essentially, explain the business

20  practice of Chase in validating an electronic version

21  of a promissory note such that it's an exact replica

22  of the original note in the system.

23           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Vague and

24  ambiguous.

25  BY MR. FRESHMAN:
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1       Q   We can move on to the next question.  What's

2  the date of the adjustable rate note?  And I call it

3  an "ARM" if that's okay.

4       A   Sure.  December 5th -- December 6th.  I'm

5  sorry.  I can't read it.  December 6th, 2006.

6       Q   And in the upper left-hand corner of the

7  document is a series of letters and numbers.  Can you

8  please read what those are?

9       A   2 BUS M07.

10       Q   Okay.  And that second character, if you

11  will, that's a "B" or an "8"?

12       A   I'm not sure if it's a "B" or an "8."

13       Q   Okay.  Do you know what those letters and

14  numbers mean?

15       A   I do not.

16       Q   Do you know who knows what those numbers and

17  letters mean?

18       A   I do not.

19       Q   Do you have any idea why those numbers are

20  there?

21           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Calls for

22  speculation.

23           THE WITNESS:  I do not know.

24  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

25       Q   If you wanted to find out what those numbers
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1  mean, what would your process be?  What would you do

2  to find out what those mean?

3       A   I've never been asked that question.  I

4  don't know.

5       Q   Is there a supervisor or somebody who deals

6  with the processing?  Because the reason I'm asking

7  is, I don't believe that those numbers were

8  originally on the adjustable rate note that my client

9  signed.  So the reason I'm asking is because these

10  are -- they appear to be additional.

11           And I don't know for a fact that that's the

12  case, but I'm just curious to try to figure out if

13  you have any way of --

14       A   I don't even -- I don't even know who I

15  would ask to find something like that out.  I've

16  never been asked that question.  So --

17       Q   Okay.  I understand.  Not a problem.  In the

18  lower left bottom corner under where it says

19  "Multistate adjustable rate mortgage" -- and this is

20  on the left side -- is another series of numbers and

21  letters.

22           And if you could read those into the record,

23  I would appreciate that.  It starts with a "W."

24       A   "W170NMU (0407)."

25       Q   Okay.  And those numbers and letters, do you
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1  know what they mean?

2       A   I don't.

3       Q   Okay.  And since we've gone through the one

4  above, I'm not going to go through the litany of the

5  questions.

6       A   It would be the same.

7       Q   I would presume so.  Thank you.

8           If you would be so kind as to turn to Page 5

9  of this document, there's an endorsement on the note.

10  Are you able to read that?

11       A   "Pay to the order without recourse

12  Washington Mutual Bank."  It's by Cynthia Riley, our

13  vice president.  So it's essentially a blank

14  endorsement from Washington Mutual to blank.

15       Q   And it says "Washington Bank, FA"; correct?

16       A   Yes.

17       Q   Okay.  From Cynthia Riley?

18       A   I believe that's -- yes.

19       Q   Okay.  Even though it's kind of blurred or

20  whited-out?  Yeah, it's a little difficult to read.

21           So do you know who Cynthia Riley is?

22       A   Per this, she's a vice president.

23       Q   Have you ever met Cynthia Riley?

24       A   I have not.

25       Q   Have you ever heard Cynthia Riley's name
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1  before?

2       A   I've seen it on an endorsement from Cynthia

3  Riley, but that's as far as my knowledge goes.

4       Q   I see.  In any of the other depositions that

5  have been conducted, has that question ever been

6  asked of you?

7       A   People will always ask me if I know the

8  person who endorses it, and I don't.

9       Q   Do you know when this endorsement was

10  affixed to the ARM note?

11       A   I don't know when it was affixed to the arm

12  note.  I don't -- there's not a specific date.

13       Q   I see.  And if you don't know, which you

14  said you don't, would you know who would know?

15       A   I don't.

16       Q   Is there any way to find that out?

17       A   This is a Washington Mutual file and from

18  2006.  I don't know if I would be able to find the

19  person from Washington Mutual from 2006.

20       Q   So do you know if Chase has a record of when

21  the endorsement was affixed to this note?

22       A   I don't know.

23       Q   Is there a way of finding that out?  Is that

24  something that you could provide at a later date to

25  us?
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1       A   I've only seen images of this with an

2  endorsement on it.  I've never seen any without an

3  endorsement.

4       Q   I understand that.  So my question is trying

5  to figure out if Chase has records of these people

6  and this person in particular, when that person would

7  have endorsed the note.

8       A   I don't -- I've never seen any records in

9  regards to one of the endorsements.

10       Q   So it's fair to say that -- were you

11  working -- let me start back.

12           When did you start working with Chase?

13       A   In 2009.

14       Q   2009?

15       A   Back in -- I worked from 2002 to 2003 and

16  2009 to present.

17       Q   I see.  So it's safe to say that you didn't

18  witness Cynthia Riley signing this note?

19       A   I did not.

20       Q   Now, if I were to tell you that Cynthia

21  Riley left the employment of Washington Mutual Bank,

22  NA in November of 2006, would that change your answer

23  that you believe that Cynthia Riley affixed this

24  endorsement?

25           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Calls for
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1  speculation.  Vague and ambiguous.

2           THE WITNESS:  My -- I can say that I've seen

3  only a Cynthia Riley endorsement on here, and I don't

4  know anything about Cynthia Riley.

5  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

6       Q   Right.  So just to be clear, this note has a

7  date -- again, you said the date was December 6,

8  2006; correct?

9       A   That's what this document states; correct.

10       Q   Yeah.  So, again -- and I'm just -- I'm not

11  asking for an expert opinion.  But does it seem

12  possible that a person who left the employ a month

13  earlier could have affixed their note -- affixed a

14  signature to a note a month later?

15           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Calls for

16  speculation.

17           THE WITNESS:  Again, I don't know anything

18  about Cynthia Riley, but there was an endorsement

19  with her name on it.

20  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

21       Q   Have you ever seen an adjustable rate note

22  between a borrower and Washington Mutual Bank, FA

23  that did not have an endorsement on it?

24       A   I don't recall.  I don't -- I don't study

25  the adjustable rate notes from Washington Mutual and
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1  endorsements.  So I can say I don't know.

2       Q   Okay.  Are you aware of Chase having a

3  business practice or policy of affixing an

4  endorsement from Cynthia Riley on ARM notes that does

5  not have an endorsement on the note?

6           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Privacy privilege.

7           THE WITNESS:  I don't know.

8  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

9       Q   If you don't know, who would know about this

10  business practice affixing endorsements from Cynthia

11  Riley onto an ARM note between Washington Mutual Bank

12  and a borrower?

13           Is there anybody you would go to?  Is there

14  a supervisor, a president, anybody that might have

15  that information?

16       A   I don't know if there would be a business

17  practice of affixing an endorsement of a person.  I

18  don't know.

19       Q   Let me ask you this:  Is there a business

20  policies handbook that Chase has?  And I'm talking

21  more specifically to that which you do.

22           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Privacy privilege.

23           You can answer.

24           THE WITNESS:  I don't know.

25  BY MR. FRESHMAN:
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1       Q   Do you know if Chase has a record of the ARM

2  note without the endorsement?

3       A   I've never seen a copy of it without an

4  endorsement as I stated before.

5       Q   And since you don't know, is there anybody

6  else that you would be able to go to to find out if

7  there is a copy of the ARM without the endorsement?

8       A   As I said before, I've only seen a copy with

9  the endorsement on it.

10       Q   Sure.  I understand.  Thank you.

11           MS. SAMBOR:  So is this our copy, or is

12  this --

13           MR. FRESHMAN:  Yes.

14           MS. SAMBOR:  And is that the court

15  reporter's copy?

16           MR. FRESHMAN:  Yes, it is.

17           MS. SAMBOR:  And I see ours says "Exhibit

18  1."

19           MR. FRESHMAN:  It says "Exhibit 1. "

20           MS. SAMBOR:  So the handwriting is --

21           MR. FRESHMAN:  It's ours.

22           MS. SAMBOR:  It's different on each --

23           MR. FRESHMAN:  It's in a different location.

24  I think it's the same handwriting, but just a

25  different location.  Same -- I think it's even
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1  different on mine.  Yep.

2           Okay.  This is marked as Exhibit 2.  It's a

3  little small.

4           THE WITNESS:  It's kind of.

5           MS. SAMBOR:  This is --

6           MS. CROMWELL:  Default exception report that

7  you guys produced.

8           MS. SAMBOR:  I'll let the deponent advise

9  you what it is.  But for the record, it's slightly

10  different than what you sent to me a couple days ago

11  because the columns are cut off on the right just to

12  make that clear.

13           THE WITNESS:  And you need magnifying

14  glasses.

15  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

16       Q   Just for the record, it appears -- if you

17  look at the far column here, it appears that that

18  first letters -- and I'm trying to make it.  It looks

19  like "-C-O-L-L-A."  And then on the next page, it

20  appears to have "collateral" or just -- but I guess

21  all of them say "collateral code."  So we don't know.

22       A   Yeah.  It's -- it's kind cut off.

23           MS. SAMBOR:  And on the second page, the

24  right-hand column seems to be cut off as well and the

25  third page.
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1           MR. FRESHMAN:  Should we get this reprinted?

2           MS. SAMBOR:  It's up to you.

3           MR. FRESHMAN:  We can go to another exhibit

4  and then have this reprinted.  I think that's better.

5           MS. CROMWELL:  As long as it doesn't mess up

6  the exhibit numbers.

7           MR. FRESHMAN:  No, we won't.  This will

8  still be Exhibit 2.

9           MS. SAMBOR:  So we'll give this back to you,

10  this Exhibit 2.

11           MR. FRESHMAN:  This is marked as Exhibit 3.

12           (Plaintiff's Exhibit 3 was marked for

13           identification by the shorthand reporter

14           and is attached hereto.)

15  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

16       Q   Have you had time to review the exhibit?

17       A   I've seen this before.

18       Q   Okay.  And what is this an exhibit of?

19       A   This is an assignment of deed of trust.

20       Q   Okay.  You seen this document before?

21       A   I have.

22       Q   When did you see this document for the first

23  time?

24       A   A few weeks ago.

25       Q   And had you seen it before a few weeks ago?
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1       A   I had not.

2       Q   Okay.  And just to confirm, you saw this

3  document in electronic format?

4       A   I did.

5       Q   And not in paper format?

6       A   I have not.

7       Q   Okay.  Do you know where the original

8  assignment of deed of trust is?

9       A   It looks like it was recorded in Los Angeles

10  County.

11       Q   And is it your understanding that the

12  original document would still be in Los Angeles

13  County?

14       A   That, I don't know if it's still there.  I

15  know that it was recorded.  I don't know if it's

16  still there.  I don't know why it wouldn't be but --

17           MR. FRESHMAN:  We have to take a short

18  pause.

19           MS. SAMBOR:  But we're staying on the

20  record?

21           MR. FRESHMAN:  No.

22           MS. SAMBOR:  You'd like to go off the

23  record?

24           MR. FRESHMAN:  Go off the record for one

25  second because there's a question that relates to
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1  Exhibit 2.

2           (Brief recess.)

3           MR. FRESHMAN:  We're returning to Exhibit 2,

4  and it appears to be good.

5           MS. SAMBOR:  Yes.

6           (Plaintiff's Exhibit 2 was marked for

7           identification by the shorthand reporter

8           and is attached hereto.)

9  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

10       Q   So can you take a minute to review this?

11       A   Okay.

12       Q   Do you know what this is an exhibit of?

13           MS. SAMBOR:  For the record, do you want to

14  make it clear what exhibit number this is?

15           MR. FRESHMAN:  Oh, I apologize.  We're back

16  to Exhibit 2.  I thought I said that.  I'm sorry.

17           THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  Can you please

18  restate the question?

19  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

20       Q   Sure.  Do you know what Exhibit 2 is?  Have

21  you seen this document -- well, let me ask that

22  first.

23           Do you know what this is an exhibit of?

24       A   I do.

25       Q   And what is it?
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1       A   This is our Docline report, D-O-C-L-I-N-E.

2  What this does is it memorializes where the original

3  documents are.

4       Q   And have you seen this particular document

5  before?

6       A   I have.

7       Q   When did you see this document?

8       A   I saw this particular document a few weeks

9  ago.

10       Q   And just so that I can -- I keep kind of

11  going over this.  But is there any way to narrow down

12  the timeframe for a few weeks ago to, "I saw it the

13  first week of April," "I saw it the last week of

14  March," "I saw it the third week of March"?

15           Is there any way to narrow that down because

16  a few weeks is sort of vague?  And I'm just trying to

17  narrow down the timeframe if at all possible.

18       A   I'm sorry.  I would have to say it's been a

19  few weeks.  I don't want to guess as --

20       Q   Sure.  I appreciate that.

21       A   And I know it's been within the last few

22  weeks.

23       Q   Okay.  And where is it that you saw this

24  document?

25       A   I've seen this document in our records.
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1  This is a copy of the Docline report.  And this

2  particular Docline report was printed out on

3  March 22nd, 2017, which is the date that's on the

4  bottom.

5       Q   So it's safe to say that you didn't -- is it

6  safe to say that you hadn't seen this document before

7  March 22nd?

8       A   A Docline is an ongoing system.  And I can

9  print one today, it would have today's date on it.

10       Q   I see.

11       A   So essentially, this is a print of

12  March 22nd, 2017, showing what the original documents

13  are.  The original documents on this are the making

14  homes affordable mod, the mortgage, the note

15  instrument, and the title policy, which is on Page 2

16  of this document at the farthest right column.

17       Q   And which system is this report generated

18  from?

19           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Vague and

20  ambiguous.

21  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

22       Q   Is there a system at Chase where these types

23  of reports are procured for your review?

24           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Vague and

25  ambiguous.
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1           THE WITNESS:  This is a system that is

2  maintained at our vault in Monroe, Louisiana, and it

3  shows where the original documentation is and what

4  documents we're talking about.

5  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

6       Q   Was that the same thing -- you said

7  something I remember.  Was it i-Vault?

8       A   This is our Docline system.

9       Q   I see.  So this is different?

10       A   This is a different system.

11       Q   I see.  And, again, is there a name for the

12  system?

13       A   We call it our "Docline --

14       Q   Docline system?

15       A   -- system."

16       Q   Okay.  Can you explain how the information

17  is entered into the system in order to generate a

18  report such as this?

19       A   It's essentially similar to an Excel

20  spreadsheet where you read it long ways.  So if you

21  actually put the papers together and follow along,

22  you can see this information is in regards to this

23  particular file.

24           At this moment, it was in Chase's custody,

25  which means it was in the vault.  We'll take just the
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1  mod just so it's easiest.  So it's the top one.  And

2  it shows doctype, which says "MH01, Making homes

3  affordable mod-original."

4           And you can see that there's a document

5  deposit date of 11-14 of 2011, and it was a

6  Washington Mutual file.  I don't know if that helps

7  you.

8       Q   Yes.  And you know it's a Washington Mutual

9  file because of the last page?

10       A   A lot of reasons why it's a Washington

11  Mutual file, but that's one of the reasons.

12       Q   What would the other reasons be?

13       A   Loan number.

14       Q   Any other?

15       A   On this particular document, I would see the

16  loan number, and I would see "Heritage Indicator,"

17  where it says "WAMU" or "Washington Mutual."  It's

18  easier to say "Washington Mutual," "WAMU."

19       Q   And what is that code on the last page,

20  which is the -- this is a four-page document.  It

21  says "County," and then it says "037."  What does

22  that "037" mean?

23       A   I don't know.  I don't.

24       Q   Are you familiar with what a collateral file

25  is?
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1       A   I am.

2       Q   Okay.  And if you are, can you explain what

3  that is, what your understanding of a collateral file

4  is?

5       A   Collateral file is an original documentation

6  such as we were talking about.  It usually comprises

7  of the note, the mortgage, or deed of trust, and the

8  title policy.  And that's usually -- that's the

9  original documents that are kept by the servicer.

10  And in this file, we are the servicer.

11       Q   Okay.  So what do you expect to see in a

12  collateral file?

13       A   In this -- I've seen -- again, it's very

14  loan specific.  It depends on what's -- you know,

15  what original documentation there is.  Every file is

16  different as you know.

17       Q   Sure.

18       A   So in this particular file, there was a

19  modification in 2011.  So not only would the original

20  modification be in there, but the original title deed

21  of trust and the note for this particular file.

22  Anything that would be originals would be listed on

23  this particular documentation.

24       Q   This particular --

25       A   Correct.
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1       Q   Yeah.

2       A   On the document report.

3       Q   And where is this collateral file retained

4  by Chase?

5       A   I'm sorry.  Can you restate?

6       Q   Where is this collateral -- this Docline is

7  a collateral file.  Yes?

8       A   This Docline is a memorialization of where

9  the original documents are at a period in time.

10       Q   So would this be considered a collateral

11  file?

12       A   This is a spreadsheet.

13       Q   Okay.  Do you know where the collateral

14  files for this particular loan would be retained by

15  Chase?

16       A   I believe they are now with our attorney.

17  And that would be what was in the collateral file,

18  which is the mod, the mortgage, the note instrument,

19  and title policy.

20       Q   And are you familiar with the business

21  practices of Chase and how a collateral file is

22  retained?

23       A   I have had the fortune to go up and see our

24  vault in Monroe, Louisiana.  And I was able to see

25  where the original files were kept in Monroe,
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1  Louisiana, and they are in our storage facility.

2           And I can tell you that they are kept in a

3  file, and they are numbered.  And when an event

4  happens, whether it be someone wants to see the

5  documentation and requested it, it could be ordered

6  through our collateral file -- our vault.  And they

7  would be able to either document where they are and

8  if they are negotiable instruments.

9           So on here if it had been sent somewhere --

10  and as of March 22nd, 2017, it was in our vault.  So

11  you can see where it says "Chase custody."  And if

12  you were to pull it up today, again, this is as of

13  March 22nd, 2017, and we sent it to our attorney.  It

14  would have changed, and it would have said "sent to

15  attorney."

16           So we always need to know what happened and

17  where the documents were at all time as a servicer.

18       Q   So you are very diligent about your chain of

19  custody of documents?

20       A   Absolutely.

21       Q   If an entity or a person were to withdraw

22  the original note from the document custodian, that

23  is essentially what we're talking about, that there

24  would be a record of the location, the new location

25  of where it would go?
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1       A   That's correct.

2       Q   And if your attorneys gave it to somebody

3  else, would that also have to be documented?

4       A   The documentation would be here, that it

5  would be sent to the attorney.  And then they are --

6  they need to provide us any updates if there's

7  anything that changes with that.

8       Q   And is there a business practice that you're

9  familiar with that memorializes that?

10       A   I do know that we're notified if items are

11  filed with the Court.

12       Q   So is there a report that details when the

13  original ARM note was deposited into Chase's custody?

14       A   In this particular file, I -- my eyes --

15  7-18 of 2009 is when this was deposited into Chase's

16  vault.  This was received from -- we had received

17  Washington Mutual -- from Washington Mutual's vault

18  to our vault in 2009.  Before that, it was in

19  Washington Mutual's vault.

20       Q   And is that on this document?  Were you

21  referring to that to figure out that date?

22       A   No.  We acquired the original documents in

23  2009, and this was a Washington Mutual file.  So

24  that's when it was deposited into Chase's vault.

25       Q   I see.  Excuse me.
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1           MS. CROMWELL:  Do you need water?  Are you

2  okay?

3           MR. FRESHMAN:  Yeah.  I need to get some.

4  I'm sorry.

5           (Interruption in the proceedings.)

6  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

7       Q   So is the report that details when Chase got

8  custody -- is that this Docline report?  Is that the

9  name of the report?

10       A   The name of the report is "Docline."

11       Q   I understand that.  But is there any other

12  report that would identify when Chase got custody of

13  this particular file?

14       A   This is the report that you could see when

15  the originals were deposited into our vault.

16       Q   Right.  Okay.  And who manages these

17  reports, these Docline reports?

18       A   At our custody department, which is at a

19  vault.

20       Q   And that vault is the one that's in --

21       A   Monroe.

22       Q   Monroe, Louisiana?

23       A   That is correct.

24           (Interruption in the proceedings.)

25           MS. CROMWELL:  I'm sorry.  I'm not sure how
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1  to make it stop.

2           MR. FRESHMAN:  There's a volume --

3           (Interruption in the proceedings.)

4  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

5       Q   If there was an assignment of the mortgage,

6  would the original assignment be reflected in this

7  particular Docline report?

8       A   If we have the original, it would be on

9  there.  Again, this is for original documentation.

10       Q   And if there was a change in ownership of

11  the debt or the loan showing a different creditor for

12  the note or the debt, would that have an assignment

13  of ownership change?

14           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Vague and

15  ambiguous.

16           THE WITNESS:  Can you please restate?

17  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

18       Q   Sure.  If there was a change in ownership of

19  the debt or the loan that shows a different creditor

20  for that note -- for that debt or that loan, would

21  that have an assignment of ownership change?

22           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Vague and

23  ambiguous.

24           THE WITNESS:  Again, you have to restate.

25  It's a compound question.
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1  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

2       Q   I'm just thinking of how to restate it.

3  I'll try removing a few words.

4           If there was a change in ownership of the

5  loan that shows a different creditor, would that loan

6  have an assignment of ownership change reflected in

7  some report?

8           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Vague and

9  ambiguous.

10  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

11       Q   Still not getting it?

12       A   I'm not.  Sorry.

13           MS. SAMBOR:  I'm not getting it.

14  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

15       Q   I'm just trying to find out, if ownership is

16  changed of the actual debt, where is that reflected?

17  That's the question.  I'm just trying to find out, is

18  that in a report?  That's --

19       A   On this report?  I'm looking at Exhibit 2.

20       Q   Yes.  Would that be in this type of report

21  where there is ownership change, or these are only --

22  and if that would be an original document, I guess?

23           Yeah.  Sorry.

24           MS. SAMBOR:  Is that a question on the

25  record?
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1           MR. FRESHMAN:  No, it isn't.

2       Q   Maybe this way.  Would an assignment of

3  ownership be reflected in a report such as this?

4       A   This report just specifically identifies the

5  particular loan.  It shows who's the servicer.

6  Washington Mutual is the master servicer and the

7  original documents.  That's all this would reflect,

8  this Exhibit 3.

9       Q   Do you know if the ownership of this loan

10  has changed from the inception of the loan?

11       A   Yes.

12       Q   Do you know who the owners were?

13       A   This was initially a Washington Mutual

14  originated loan per Exhibit 1.

15       Q   And who owns the loan now?

16       A   It's in a trust.

17       Q   Do you know the name of the trust?

18       A   If you have a document, I can look at it.

19  It's quite a long name.  I don't want to give you the

20  wrong information.

21       Q   Yes.  Okay.  And Washington -- excuse me --

22  Chase services for the trust; is that correct?

23       A   That is correct.

24       Q   That's all I have on Exhibit 2 for the

25  moment.  On to Exhibit 3.
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1           So we did look at this, and you know that we

2  then determined that this was an assignment of deed

3  of trust.  That's what you stated -- correct? --

4  earlier?

5       A   Yes.

6       Q   Okay.  So we're looking at Exhibit 3

7  again -- and sorry.

8           Do you know where the original assignment of

9  the deed of trust is?

10           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Asked and answered.

11           THE WITNESS:  You had asked me that before.

12  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

13       Q   Right.  And your answer was "no" or "yes"?

14  I don't recall.

15       A   My answer was that I could see that it was

16  recorded in Los Angeles County, and it has -- on the

17  front page of this document, it has the actual

18  recording.  And I don't know if it's still there.  I

19  don't know why it wouldn't be.

20       Q   Right.  Thank you.  When we were reviewing

21  Exhibit 2, you said those were for original

22  documents; correct?  Was my understanding of your

23  testimony correct, that the original documents were

24  in Exhibit 2?

25       A   If we had an original document in our
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1  custody, it would be reflected on the Docline report.

2       Q   And in our review of Exhibit 2 -- and we can

3  refer back to it if you'd like.  That's not listed on

4  Exhibit 2; correct?

5       A   That is correct.

6       Q   Do you know why an original document such as

7  the deed of trust wouldn't be reflected in the

8  Docline report?

9       A   I don't know.

10       Q   Have you seen in other cases an assignment

11  in a Docline report?

12       A   I have seen other cases where there's

13  assigned a mortgage in a case.  I've not -- I'm not

14  certain.  Again, I've seen many cases.  I don't know

15  specifically if there's -- I've seen them in there,

16  and I've seen them not in there.

17       Q   Are you familiar with a company named

18  California Reconveyance Corporation?

19       A   I am.

20       Q   How are you familiar with them?

21       A   They are the trustees for this particular

22  loan.

23       Q   Okay.  And do you know if they are still in

24  business?

25       A   I don't know.
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1       Q   Have you ever worked for California

2  Reconveyance Corporation?

3       A   I have never worked for them.

4       Q   Do you know the name Colleen Irby?

5       A   I do.  It's on this document.

6       Q   And have you ever met Colleen Irby?

7       A   I have not.

8       Q   Do you know where Colleen Irby is located?

9       A   I do know that she worked out of Chatsworth.

10       Q   Chatsworth?

11       A   Chatsworth, California.

12       Q   For the purposes of this deposition, J.P.

13  Morgan Chase Bank, NA is considered a separate legal

14  entity from California Reconveyance Corporation.  So

15  do you know what the relationship is between

16  California Reconveyance Corporation and Chase?

17       A   I do not know.

18       Q   Can you identify what the title is for

19  Colleen Irby on this particular assignment?

20       A   It's says "Officer."

21       Q   And what does that mean?

22       A   I do know that she had the authority to sign

23  as an officer.

24       Q   And what's the procedure, if you know, to be

25  an officer?  What's involved?
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1       A   Well, in Colleen Irby's instance, she was

2  able to sign documentation for Chase.

3       Q   And for CRC -- excuse me -- California

4  Reconveyance?  I use that as an acronym.  I

5  apologize.

6       A   I don't work for California Reconveyance

7  Company, but I do know she had the authority to sign

8  documents for Chase.

9       Q   And would there be an actual document that

10  would grant her that authority?

11       A   I know that she had the ability to sign for

12  it.  I don't know that there's a specific document.

13       Q   With respect to Chase, is there a policy for

14  officers becoming officers as opposed to just a

15  general employment?  Because the reason I'm asking is

16  somebody who has the authority to sign on behalf of a

17  company is much more substantial and has much more

18  impact than somebody who is just mopping the floor or

19  pushing papers.

20           So to get the question, is there something

21  that you know of for an officer that -- what do they

22  have to do to become an officer?  I'm trying to

23  figure that out.

24       A   So -- I'm sorry.  Can you --

25       Q   So if somebody were to be -- yeah.  I'll
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1  make that short.

2           What's the business practice for Chase to

3  select an individual to be an officer?

4       A   It would depend on the job duties and title

5  of the particular individual.

6       Q   Okay.  In Colleen Irby's case to be an

7  officer for signing, what would be the business

8  practice that Chase would be following to select her

9  as an officer to sign on behalf of Chase?

10       A   I don't know the specific process, but I do

11  know that she did have authority.

12       Q   And do you know the timeframe that she did

13  have authority?

14       A   It was in this timeframe in 2011 I know that

15  she had authority.

16       Q   Are you aware of any timeframe that she

17  had -- didn't have that authority?

18       A   I can't -- I can't recall a specific

19  timeframe.  I know that, at this time in March of

20  2011, she did have authority to sign.

21       Q   And because you know that she had authority,

22  how is it that you know that she had authority?

23       A   I was able to research that in this

24  timeframe, March 11, 2011, that she had authority to

25  sign documentation for J.P. Morgan Chase.
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1       Q   And I understand that.  And it says

2  "Officer."  So my question is how is it that you

3  would know, looking at a document, that she had

4  authority to do that?  What would you rely upon other

5  than just her name being there?

6           Because you said that you know that she had

7  authority.  I'm just trying to figure out how is it

8  you know.

9       A   I was able to research to see if Colleen

10  Irby at this timeframe had authority to sign for J.P.

11  Morgan Chase, and she did.

12       Q   So what did you -- when you said you

13  researched it, what did you do?  What was your

14  process of research, I guess?  I'm sorry.  I

15  shouldn't use that word.

16           What was your process to determine that she

17  had authority?  Because you said you researched it,

18  so I'm trying to find out what did you do -- what

19  research did you do to determine that she was an

20  officer?

21       A   I worked with my attorney to find this

22  information out.

23       Q   So, to your knowledge, there's no written

24  authorization that Chase has.  There's no form that

25  they have to sign, and they have to get notarized or
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1  go to some kind of --

2           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.

3  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

4       Q   That's okay.  I wasn't quite done.  I

5  apologize.

6           Is there any process an officer has to go

7  through?

8       A   I don't know.

9       Q   Okay.  So I was just trying to figure out

10  how it was that you researched it.  And you said that

11  you knew, but you can only say that you talked with

12  your attorney about it.  So there's still -- I still

13  don't know how you know.

14           And that's why I'm still belaboring this

15  point, and I apologize for doing so, but I'm not

16  understanding how you knew that she was an officer.

17           MS. SAMBOR:  Was that a question on the

18  record?

19           MR. FRESHMAN:  Yeah, it is.  I'm still

20  trying to figure out how you knew.

21           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Compound.  Vague

22  and ambiguous.

23  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

24       Q   Okay.  So other than talking to your

25  attorney, you would have no reason to know how
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1  Colleen Irby was an officer?

2       A   I was able to review information that she

3  had authority at this time to sign --

4       Q   Okay.

5       A   -- for Chase.

6       Q   And what was that information that you

7  reviewed?

8       A   It was information in regards to authority,

9  that she had authority to sign in this timeframe for

10  Chase.

11       Q   So if you had information, was that written

12  information?

13       A   I did see some information that was written.

14       Q   And what was that?

15       A   It was some information in regards -- again,

16  it was with my attorney, that it was documented,

17  saying what authority they had to sign for, and they

18  could sign for J.P. Morgan Chase during that

19  timeframe.

20       Q   So there's a written document, it sounds

21  like from your testimony just a second ago, that

22  there is something that says she did have written

23  authority.  Am I understanding you correctly?

24       A   I did see a document with my attorney that

25  said that she was allowed to sign for J.P. Morgan
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1  Chase.

2       Q   And do you know if that document was

3  privileged?  I.e., was that attorney-client privilege

4  or doctor-patient privilege?

5       A   It may be.  I don't know.

6       Q   Is that a document that you can produce?

7       A   I don't know if I can.

8           MS. SAMBOR:  It's been produced.

9           MS. CROMWELL:  Yesterday.

10           MR. FRESHMAN:  Okay.  Thank you.

11       Q   Do you know the timeframe that Colleen Irby

12  was employed by Chase?

13           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Misstates

14  testimony.  Assumes facts not in evidence.

15  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

16       Q   I'll ask the question again.  Do you know

17  the dates that Colleen Irby worked for J.P. Morgan

18  Chase?

19       A   You had asked that before, and I said I

20  wasn't sure of the exact dates.

21       Q   Okay.  Do you know what Colleen's duties

22  were for Chase during her employ?

23           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Misstates

24  testimony.  Assumes facts not in evidence.

25           THE WITNESS:  Can you restate?
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1  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

2       Q   Sure.  I believe I asked this before, and

3  you answered affirmatively, but I just want to make

4  sure I'm getting it.  Again and I apologize for what

5  may be appearing as apparent redundancy.  Was Colleen

6  Irby employed by Chase?

7       A   Yes.

8       Q   Do you know what her duties were working for

9  Chase?

10       A   I don't know specifically what her duties --

11  her title was, but I do know that she had authority

12  to sign documents for J.P. Morgan Chase.

13       Q   And do you know if she worked through J.P.

14  Morgan Chase's subsidiary California Reconveyance

15  Corporation, or was she a direct employee of J.P.

16  Morgan Chase?

17       A   I know that I was able to see that she was

18  able to sign for -- had authorization to sign for

19  J.P. Morgan Chase, and that's all I can tell you.

20       Q   Do you know on what information Colleen Irby

21  relied upon in order to generate this assignment of

22  deed of trust?

23           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Calls for

24  speculation.

25           THE WITNESS:  I'm not Colleen Irby.  I
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1  wouldn't know specifically what she used as part of

2  her job duties to create documents and to sign for

3  documents.

4  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

5       Q   Okay.  So are you familiar with an

6  assignment of deed of trust?

7       A   I am.

8       Q   Do you know what it does?

9       A   In this instance, it's -- it's just a

10  documentation allowing us to know who the servicer

11  is, particular file is assigned and transfers to Bank

12  of America, National Association.  I can read the

13  document into the record if you want.

14           "A successor merger to LaSalle Bank NA as

15  trustee of Washington Mutual Mortgage Pass-Through

16  Certificates Series 2007-HY1 Trust all beneficial

17  interest under certain deed of trust dated

18  12-06-2006, executed by Harry Fox and Joyce Fox,

19  husband and wife as joint tenants, as trustor, to the

20  California Reconveyance Company."

21           So it's essentially given the CRC, or

22  California Reconveyance Company, ability to do

23  whatever they need to do in regards to this

24  particular loan.

25       Q   So do you know what a deed of trust is?
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1       A   I do.

2       Q   And what is it?

3       A   It's -- do you want to -

4       Q   I'm just talking in general.  I'm not

5  talking about anything specific at this moment.  I'm

6  just asking, do you understand what a deed of trust

7  is as opposed to a mortgage note?

8       A   They are similar.  They are similar in

9  regards to essentially the instructions on how to

10  handle the note.  And in a deed of trust, we have the

11  trustor, the trustee, the beneficiary.  So there's a

12  couple of different governing agents in regards to a

13  deed of trust versus a mortgage.

14       Q   Okay.  So if I were to tell you that the

15  deed of trust operates as a security instrument, does

16  that sound accurate to you as what a deed of trust

17  does?

18       A   I've heard it termed that way.

19       Q   Okay.  So I'm trying to find out, as I said

20  before, what Colleen Irby relied upon in order to

21  generate an assignment of deed of trust.  But in

22  general, what would an individual working for Chase

23  do or rely upon in order to generate an assignment of

24  deed of trust?

25       A   And, again, I don't work in this capacity
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1  for creating assignments or signing for assignments

2  of deeds of trust.  We have documents within our

3  records identifying the parties including who is the

4  investor, who is the servicer, who is the trustee,

5  who is the borrower.  And, essentially, she would

6  have all the information at her disposal.

7       Q   So what's your understanding of what an

8  assignment of deed of trust does?

9       A   It's --

10       Q   And I apologize.  The deed of trust and the

11  note are created pretty much at the same time, and

12  the individual essentially signs them or individuals

13  signs them at the same time.  So an assignment of

14  deed of trust, what does that do to the original deed

15  of trust?  What does that assignment do?  What's your

16  understanding?

17       A   Again, my understanding is that it's given

18  the California Reconveyance Company or the trustee

19  the ability to continue with whatever they need to do

20  to facilitate the -- and in this instance, you know,

21  it's assigned to them.  So it's -- this is -- it

22  says -- and again, I'm going to have to read it.

23       Q   No.  It's okay.  We got that, and we have

24  that big long funny name in there with the trust --

25       A   It's not funny.
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1       Q   No.  That's okay.  I just wanted to know.

2  So essentially if I'm understanding you correctly,

3  and tell me if I am not, it basically transfers --

4  does it transfer the interest?

5       A   "Grants, assigns and transfers to the Bank

6  of America, National Association successor by merger

7  to LaSalle Bank NA Washington Mutual Mortgage

8  Pass-Through Certificates all beneficial interest

9  under that certain deed of trust as trustor to

10  California Reconveyance Company as trustee."

11           I'm not an attorney.  So I can just --

12       Q   Okay.  I understand.  That's fine.  So what

13  information would be provided to generate an

14  assignment of deed of trust?

15       A   Again, I don't assign deed of trust, and I'm

16  not Colleen Irby, but I do know that we have all the

17  information in regards to the file at her access.

18       Q   And do you know how that information would

19  be communicated to California Reconveyance?

20       A   I don't.

21       Q   Are you familiar with Chase's business

22  practice of having California Reconveyance

23  Corporation generate assignments of deed of trust?

24       A   I don't know.

25       Q   Do you know who would be familiar in your
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1  company with that business practice?

2       A   I wouldn't know.

3       Q   Is that something that you could find out,

4  the business practice?

5       A   I don't know.

6       Q   Okay.  Do you need a break at all?

7       A   Sure.  I can take a little stretch.

8           (Brief recess.)

9           MS. SAMBOR:  So you've handed us Exhibit 4.

10  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

11       Q   I've handed you Exhibit 4.  And do you know

12  what this is an exhibit of?

13           MS. SAMBOR:  For the record, the second page

14  of this document appears to be cut off at the bottom,

15  and I believe this is different from the version you

16  sent us the other day.  I don't recall how much of it

17  is cut off, if it's just that last line or if it's

18  additional information.

19           MR. FRESHMAN:  Yeah.  Looking at the PDF,

20  there's nothing cut off other than the just except

21  for personal liability at the bottom.

22           (Plaintiff's Exhibit 4 was marked for

23           identification by the shorthand reporter

24           and is attached hereto.)

25  BY MR. FRESHMAN:
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1       Q   Have you seen this document before,

2  Rosemary?

3       A   I have seen the document that's similar to

4  this.  However, there were documents attached to

5  this.

6       Q   Right.  Because this says "Enclosed copies

7  of the following documents."  Is that what you're

8  referring to?

9       A   There were attachments to this letter.  So

10  this is not the entirety of the document.

11       Q   I see.  Okay.  And so the attachments would

12  be the -- would be the enclosures?

13       A   Again, there were a bunch of different

14  things that were with this letter.  This is just the

15  front page of it.  And then there is documents that

16  were attached and sent to the borrower with this

17  front.

18       Q   Okay.  And you said you saw a document

19  similar to this?

20       A   Meaning that this is an incomplete document.

21       Q   I see.  And when did you see this document

22  for the first time?

23       A   A few weeks ago.

24       Q   Okay.  And you hadn't seen it before a few

25  weeks back?
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1       A   I have not.

2       Q   And was this document in electronic format?

3       A   It was.

4       Q   Can you tell from this letter who generated

5  it?

6       A   Chase generated the letter for this

7  document.  You have identifying factors of Chase with

8  the logo on the right-hand side on the front and

9  Chase with the Columbus, Ohio, address on the

10  left-hand top side.

11       Q   Uh-huh.  Do you know what "OH4-7320" is over

12  there at the top next to the -- it says "Chase," and

13  it's on the left, and there's in parenthesis it says

14  "(OH4-7320)"?

15       A   I know we have locations in Ohio.  Again, I

16  don't know what those specific OH4-7302 is.

17       Q   Yeah.

18       A   But the 3415 Vision Drive, Columbus, Ohio

19  43219-6009 is an address.  That is a Chase facility.

20       Q   And it's an existing address?

21       A   Correct.

22       Q   Still?

23       A   Yes.

24       Q   Is this a standard letter that would be sent

25  by Chase?
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1       A   It looks like per the -- and again, I'm

2  going to read it, starting underneath Harry Fox's

3  name.  "Verification of debt for mortgage loan."  And

4  then it reads as the last three of the loan number,

5  "3969."

6           "Dear Harry Fox, this letter is in response

7  to the correspondence we received on June 17, 2014,

8  about the account above.  Enclosed are the copies of

9  the following document:  Note, security instrument,

10  assignment of mortgage.

11           "Any information or document requested but

12  not included with our prior response is unavailable

13  or considered confidential and cannot be provided.  A

14  response to all questions related to loan

15  transactions can be found in the loan transaction

16  history.

17           "The investor for this loan is US Bank NA as

18  trustee for WAMU 2007-HY1 60 Livingston Avenue, St.

19  Paul, MN 55107.

20           "If you have any questions, please call us

21  at the telephone number listed below."

22           And, again, it has "Chase" and Chase with

23  the information.

24       Q   Right.  I think what's notable is it just

25  says "Chase," but there's no person signing it.  So
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1  would this be a form letter or --

2       A   I don't know.

3       Q   Do you know what a form letter is?

4       A   I do know what a form letter is.

5       Q   Okay.

6       A   This seems to be in response to a customer

7  correspondence.

8       Q   Does this appear to be a form letter?

9       A   This is a letter that looks like it's in

10  response, and it has information specific for this

11  form, for this particular loan.  So I don't know if

12  it would be a form letter.

13       Q   So do you know what the business practice is

14  for generating a letter such as this?

15       A   I don't know specific.

16       Q   How is it generated?

17       A   Through our company.

18       Q   Kind of vague -- broad.  Is there a system

19  by which your company uses to generate this type of

20  letter?

21       A   I don't know specifically if there is a

22  specific format.  I mean, I've seen letters like this

23  before, but I don't know if there's a specific name.

24       Q   The reason I'm asking is that it has a -- it

25  says that it's in response to correspondence that
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1  Chase received on June 17th, 2014.

2       A   I see that.

3       Q   And so my question is -- just that there's

4  nobody signing it.  So it's -- it's kind of like --

5  who's responding here, I guess, is what I'm asking?

6  I just don't see who's responding.  It says

7  "Sincerely, Chase," but it's generic.  So does

8  that -- who -- from your understanding and of this

9  letter, who do you believe is responding to this

10  letter?

11       A   Chase.

12       Q   So does that mean all of the employees of

13  Chase?

14       A   There's a loan -- there's a number to call

15  and a website, and it looks like they were

16  corresponding with the individual, or they received

17  some sort of correspondence.  Whether it be written,

18  a phone call, something, they are responding to

19  something.

20       Q   Okay.

21       A   So I can only read you the letter.

22       Q   No, I understand.  I was just curious about

23  the seeming anonymity of just sort of a blank

24  response.  And there's nobody for him to really call.

25  It just says "Chase."  There's a number, but it
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1  doesn't say I'm your -- "talk to me" kind of thing.

2           On Page 2 of this letter, you see down below

3  where it says "Enclosures"?

4       A   I do.

5       Q   Okay.  And there's an enclosure referenced

6  as "Loan Transaction History."  You see that?

7       A   I do.

8       Q   What is the loan transaction history?

9       A   I've seen it termed as a "payment history."

10       Q   Okay.  And is it the practice of Chase to

11  send loan history transaction reports?

12       A   If it's requested.

13       Q   Let's move on to Exhibit 5.

14           MS. SAMBOR:  Our Exhibit 4 doesn't have

15  "Exhibit 4" written on it.  Does everyone else's?

16           MR. FRESHMAN:  Let's do that.

17           MS. SAMBOR:  Does the court reporter's copy

18  have Exhibit 4?

19           MR. FRESHMAN:  It does.  Mine just says "Ex.

20  4."

21           MS. SAMBOR:  I'll take it.

22           MR. FRESHMAN:  Here's Exhibit 5 for you.

23  And Exhibit 5 for you guys.

24           THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

25           (Plaintiff's Exhibit 5 was marked for
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1           identification by the shorthand reporter

2           and is attached hereto.)

3  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

4       Q   And so what I will represent to you both is

5  that this is -- we obtained this from our client.

6  And you'll notice that there are circles on it, and

7  that's the only thing that is altered, if you will,

8  on this particular document.

9       A   There is another alteration.

10       Q   What's that?

11       A   It's not a whole document.

12       Q   Do you know what's missing on it?

13       A   I can say that it starts with 16, and it

14  ends on 96, and it -- I'm sorry -- 103.  And this

15  goes from timeframe 12-2 of 2009 to 11-25 of 2011.

16  So I don't know if this is the whole transaction

17  history or just a portion of it.

18           It looks like there's -- and I can't read

19  the top part because it's, like, a little -- it's

20  where the hole punch was.  So it looks like this was

21  given to him till 2013, and this goes to 2011.  So I

22  think there's just a specific timeframe.

23       Q   Okay.  So this exhibit only includes

24  12-2-2009 through --

25       A   11-25 of '11.
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1       Q   I'll represent to you this was sent to my

2  client because I -- but what I'd like to know is, how

3  would you verify that this was -- that this would

4  have been sent, this document -- not this particular

5  document, but the loan transaction history would have

6  been sent to my client?

7       A   You're giving -- I'm sorry.  I'm going to

8  have to say, per the documents you've given me, they

9  are both altered.  So we don't have the complete

10  documents for the last Exhibit 4 and the complete

11  documents for Exhibit 5.  So I couldn't comment.

12       Q   Okay.  So --

13       A   I think that's fair.

14       Q   So was this sent to Mr. Fox?

15       A   I've seen copies of detailed transaction

16  histories, and it does reference in Exhibit 4 as --

17  and it included with that, and I see this partial

18  one.  I can't say if it's the one that you received.

19  I wouldn't know.  I didn't see the mail.

20       Q   Right.

21       A   And it's not a complete document.

22       Q   Right.  Have you seen this document before?

23       A   I've seen detailed transaction histories.

24       Q   This specific one when you were reviewing

25  the loan?
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1       A   I've seen -- again, I've -- I'm not going to

2  say in specific if this is the document I saw because

3  it's partial, but I have seen documents.  I've seen a

4  detailed transaction history for this file.

5       Q   Okay.  That was going to be my next

6  question.  Have you seen the loan transaction history

7  for this particular file?  And the answer is "yes"?

8       A   Again, a detailed transaction history is

9  ongoing.  If I would pull one today, it would go to

10  today's date.  So I don't know what started and ended

11  on this one because it's not complete.

12       Q   Okay.  Thank you.  Can you turn to Page 3?

13  It says "3 of 24."  So actually I believe it's the

14  second page.

15       A   Yeah.  I can't see because there's a hole

16  punch there.

17       Q   But on the second page, you'll notice that

18  there's a barcode; correct?

19       A   I see that.

20       Q   And does Chase put the barcodes on the

21  bottom of documents?

22       A   I don't know.

23       Q   So you -- do you know what this barcode

24  means?

25       A   I don't.
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1       Q   I know it's small writing.  But are you able

2  to read the numbers on the barcode below?

3       A   If I put on reading glasses, I might be able

4  to.  I can if you want me to.

5       Q   Well, I'm trying to figure out if you would

6  know what those numbers would mean.

7       A   I don't.

8       Q   Do you know who would know what those

9  numbers mean?

10       A   I don't.

11       Q   Do you know who I would ask to find out what

12  those barcodes -- the barcode means and the numbers?

13       A   I don't know.  I don't know what they mean.

14  I don't know if we put them on here.  I have no idea.

15  So I wouldn't know.

16       Q   Okay.  Well, is it the business practice of

17  Chase to send this type of report in this particular

18  format to borrowers?

19       A   If they ask for it.

20       Q   And how is this report generated?

21       A   It's through our MSP system.

22       Q   And do you know what that stands for, "MSP"?

23       A   Mortgage Servicing Platform.  It's an

24  industry standard.  Every industry uses MSP.

25       Q   Thank you.  And what information is relied
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1  upon to generate this report?

2       A   This essentially memorializes payments that

3  have been accepted, applied, and have been sent back

4  for a particular loan.

5       Q   And how do you know if this report is

6  accurate?

7       A   I know that this is not an accurate report

8  because there's not all the pages on this one.

9       Q   So in the prior exhibit, the June 14th

10  letter as you referenced as Exhibit 4 under the

11  enclosures, it says that a loan transaction report

12  was enclosed.  Do you know if this was the loan

13  transaction report the letter was referencing?

14       A   I don't know.  I would have to see this

15  letter in its entirety and all the different

16  correspondence.  Again, I did see this was just the

17  front page, and there were other documents that were

18  enclosed to the borrower.

19           And I don't want to guess.  So I don't know

20  if this particular one was sent.  So I'd have to see

21  the correct information.

22       Q   So if we're just generally speaking, if a

23  report was sent to a borrower and it was later

24  discovered that the information isn't accurate, would

25  Chase notify the borrower if the information
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1  contained in the report was inaccurate and explained

2  the deficiencies?

3       A   There's no reason for me to believe this

4  isn't accurate.  Looking at this specific file?

5       Q   I'm saying in general.  If a report was

6  generated and the information contained in that

7  generic report -- well, but it's a loan transaction

8  detail but not this specific one necessarily.

9           But if that information that was contained

10  in the report was actually inaccurate, would Chase

11  explain the deficiencies?

12       A   If a borrower had a question in regards to

13  his thought on an inaccurate event, then Chase would

14  send the payment history and the explanation on why

15  charges have been sent or not.

16       Q   I see.  Can you explain what each column

17  means?

18       A   Certainly.  Starting on the left, "Reference

19  number," this just gives it a line item number.  If

20  you look at the top of -- it says "Transitional Date"

21  or "Tran Date" is the actual transaction date.

22  Underneath would be the "Principle Amount."

23           The next column is the "Effective Date,"

24  which is at the top portion of it.  "Interest Amount"

25  would be the second column.  "Due Date" is the date
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1  they are due for the actual payment.  The "Escrow

2  Amount," which is what they are due for, what date

3  they are due for and the amount.  "Total Transaction

4  Amount," "Fees Other Amounts," "Transactional

5  Description," and then what's held in suspense.

6           And, again, this is a detailed transaction

7  history.  So it details the transactions that are

8  done on a particular file.

9       Q   Okay.  If we go to the -- turn to the third

10  page.

11       A   Okay.

12       Q   Can you explain over on the right side, No.

13  33?  It says "Fastpay Fee Assessment."  Can you

14  explain what that is?

15       A   It looks like a transaction date was on 6-30

16  of 2010.  The effective date was 6-30-2010.  A $20.00

17  payment was -- was a fast fee assessment payment.

18           (Interruption in the proceedings.)

19  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

20       Q   So "fastpay fee assessment" is what then?

21       A   It says $20.00.

22       Q   Yeah.  But do you know why that would be

23  charged?

24       A   Fastpay fee is a -- if you want, I believe

25  it's an automated process, or it's making payments
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1  either by phone or through an automated process.  So

2  it's a fee; and, again, this is a transaction

3  history.  So any time there is a --

4       Q   So if I paid by phone or made an electronic

5  transaction different than handwriting a check and

6  mailing it in timely, that would be the charge that

7  would happen?

8       A   Again, it could be a -- it could be

9  something you call up, and they would tell you

10  there's a fee to do this.  I'm sure that we've all

11  done that.

12       Q   In Item 37 it says "Penalty/DUP fee."  Do

13  you know what that is?

14       A   I don't.  I can just read along, and know

15  that, on 8-5 of '10, there was a $333.48 penalty DUP

16  fee.  And I again don't know as I'm -- I can see

17  there was a few on there, and then it was some sort

18  of fee.

19           Again, this is a transactional history.  Any

20  fees would be on here.

21       Q   I see.  And do you know what the actual

22  letters "DUP" stand for?

23       A   I don't.

24       Q   Do you know who would know?

25       A   I don't know offhand who would know that.
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1       Q   So this -- where is this detailed

2  transaction history -- where is it generated from?

3       A   MSP.

4       Q   MSP.  So would somebody at MSP understand

5  what DUP stands for?

6       A   MSP is not a company.  It's an actual system

7  that we use.

8       Q   I see.  So thinking on your feet, where

9  would you go to figure out what DUP stands for?

10       A   I'd have to think on that.  I mean,

11  essentially if there's a specific fee, I'd have to

12  see if, you know, again, I don't -- I didn't input

13  that information in there.  So I'd have to, you know,

14  possibly ask if anybody knows what that is, a penalty

15  DUP fee.

16       Q   Have you ever seen this language before?

17       A   Occasionally.

18       Q   And it never caused you to investigate what

19  it meant?

20       A   Not specifically, no.

21       Q   On Item 36, that one says "County Tax," and

22  then item 38 says "Escrow Advance."

23       A   Correct.

24       Q   Can you -- what's the difference between

25  those two?
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1       A   The county taxes will be paid for, and then

2  we paid our -- we pay ourselves back with the escrow

3  advance because we advance escrows because they

4  didn't have enough in their account to do so.  If

5  they had made their -- we always escrow an advance

6  after we pay.  It's like paying ourselves back.  We

7  pay it, and then we pay ourselves.

8       Q   Right.

9           MR. FRESHMAN:  Can we go off the record for

10  just one minute?

11           MS. SAMBOR:  Sure.

12           (Discussion held off the record.)

13  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

14       Q   Does an escrow advance come from funds the

15  borrower has on deposit with Chase?

16       A   If they have funds on file with Chase when

17  they pay their escrows, there would be an amount in

18  there, and they would use amounts for escrow advance

19  if there is enough.  Sometimes we advance it, but

20  then we have to make sure that we maintain taxes and

21  insurance on the property.

22       Q   So with respect to this loan, was his -- do

23  you know if his escrow was included in his payment?

24       A   I do know at this -- I'd have to look at his

25  file totally to see if it was.  I believe it was
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1  included in there if I remember right.  Again, I'd

2  have to look at the document to be certain.

3           I see on this one again this is not a

4  complete file.  There's an escrow balance.  So there

5  must be escrows that we've been collecting on it.

6       Q   It looks like the tax was paid, and then

7  there's the escrow advance.  So did Mr. Fox have the

8  money to pay for the tax?

9       A   I can't see from this particular document.

10  These are transactions.

11       Q   I'd like to turn to the next page which

12  has -- starts at the bottom.  You know, it says "No.

13  40."  At the top is says "No. 47."

14       A   Okay.

15       Q   Look at 40 -- No. 48 -- I take that back.

16  Even the next page, 48 and 49.  Is it fair to say

17  that the county tax was paid and the funds to pay it

18  were an escrow advance from the funds that Mr. Fox

19  had deposited with Chase?

20       A   I'm going to say that I can see that there

21  was county taxes that were expended, and then they

22  were replenished -- or they were paid back on Line 48

23  and 49.

24       Q   Okay.  Can you look to the next page and

25  look at No. 61, and can you explain that item, the
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1  transaction --

2       A   61?

3       Q   Yeah.  Where it says "Fire/homeowner"?

4       A   6-22-11?

5       Q   Yes.

6       A   It looks like there was $1,015 for fire and

7  homeowner's insurance.

8       Q   Okay.  Can you explain Item 63 in the

9  transaction description?  Can you explain that item

10  just generally?  I'm trying to figure it out.

11       A   The transaction on 63, the transaction date

12  was 7-28 of '11.  Effective date was 7-22 of '11.

13  They were due for 9-01 of 2010.  The amount was

14  $3,015.47.  It was a payment that was made.

15       Q   Okay.  And do you know anything more about

16  that particular payment from this report?

17       A   From this report, I know that the payment

18  was received for that particular -- on that

19  particular date.  We also have other dates that

20  similar payments were received.

21       Q   Okay.  So going to -- well, let me ask you

22  this:  From reviewing that payment and the one on the

23  next page that's also in the same amount in item --

24  in Line Item 64 and Line Item 70 and 71, from your

25  experience and review, does that appear to be a trial
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1  plan payment as in a loan modification payment?

2       A   I do know that Mr. Fox entered into a trial

3  plan and he did make payments towards a trial plan.

4       Q   Does it appear that these are the trial of

5  loan -- trial payment plans?

6       A   It's in that timeframe in that amount.

7       Q   Okay.  Looking at Item 72 on the next page

8  and on the right, it says "Principal and interest

9  adjustment."  Can you explain that item?

10       A   There was a principal and interest

11  adjustment when Mr. Fox modified his loan, and that

12  was compromised of payments escrow or just fees and

13  costs.

14       Q   And just to be clear, you said

15  "compromised."  Did you mean "comprised"?

16       A   Comprised.  I'm sorry.

17       Q   No problem.  I just want to make sure the

18  record is clear instead of having to go back later.

19       A   I appreciate that.

20       Q   And are you able to explain Item 75 through

21  103?  And I know that's a rather broad question, but

22  I'm not -- I'm not understanding what all those --

23       A   What those line items are?

24       Q   Yes.

25       A   That is our computer recalculating a mod.
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1  They are going from a trial plan payment, and our

2  system is calculating it into a mod, applying

3  different charges and calculating costs in there.

4       Q   So in Line Item 72, it's got $-52,845.26.

5       A   I'm sorry.  Which number?

6       Q   I'm sorry.  Sure.  Line Item 72.

7       A   Okay.

8       Q   So it has a negative in front of the number.

9  It's $-52,845.26; and you'll notice, right above that

10  in Line Item 73, it's got $91,942.50.  Do you know

11  how to explain what's going on here?  I'm -- this

12  is --

13           I have no knowledge, and that's why I was

14  asking you if you know how to read these fancy

15  reports.  I don't.

16       A   In this -- what happens is that from 72 on

17  it's recalculating the different costs and fees and

18  resetting our MSP to reflect the mod.  It's boarding

19  the mod on.

20           So it's changing its accounting, and that's

21  all I can explain to you.  I've seen this with most

22  mods.  You can tell when there's a mod that's being

23  boarded.  You can tell it's almost the same date and

24  that there's other fees and costs on there, and it's

25  just calculating.  So it boards the mod on.
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1       Q   So when it's recalculating, what is it --

2  what's it recalculating?  What is it doing?

3       A   You have entered into a mod, which is

4  different than the original ARM.  It was an ARM

5  before.  Now it's a step mod.  So it's got to

6  recalculate all the different, you know, portions of

7  the mod.

8           I mean, you're going from one type of loan

9  to a different type of loan.  So it's got to

10  calculate all the different fees and costs and

11  escrows and make sure everything balances on to the

12  system from going from one ARM loan to a step mod.

13       Q   And a step mod is -- could you explain what

14  a "step mod" is?

15       A   Do you have the mod?  I'll explain --

16  essentially, they went from a trial plan to a mod.

17  So you have the trial plan.  You made the payments.

18  You have a mod.

19       Q   The actual modification?

20       A   The modification.  You're boarding that on

21  there, which is different from the original type of

22  loan they had.  So they have to recalculate

23  everything in the system to show the new principal

24  balance, the new -- make sure the escrows are paid

25  and make sure the fees and costs are all calculated,
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1  and that is the system trying to recalculate

2  everything.

3       Q   Okay.

4       A   And you can see it's almost always the same,

5  11-3 on the left.

6       Q   And that's all in the same day.  I noticed

7  that.

8       A   Yeah.

9       Q   So on No. 73 where it says $-91,942.50, does

10  that go into the loan costs or principal?

11       A   Under there if you look at the -- it says

12  "Transaction Amount," and it says "Fees and Other

13  Amounts."  So I can just read the document.  Again,

14  it's in the process of being boarded.  So you can see

15  that there's costs.

16           And I don't know specifically the

17  $91,942.50, but I do know that I've seen that when it

18  comes to recalculating.  So I don't know specifically

19  what the $91,942.50 is.

20       Q   Right.  So we don't know if that was added

21  or subtracted from the loan?

22       A   It has a minus in front of it.  So I don't

23  know if it's due or if the fees afterwards add up to

24  that.  Again, I don't have a calculator.  I'm not a

25  computer.  So I can just tell you what I read.
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1       Q   Right.

2       A   But it's part of the mod process.

3       Q   Okay.  So basically once we get to 11-3, the

4  loan modification is replacing the old -- the

5  original ARM essentially?

6       A   Well, it's -- if you look at the words, the

7  "Suspense Amount," and it's trying to -- all the fees

8  and costs are all listed on there.  It's trying to

9  board the mod, and now the mod is -- starts at

10  2 percent.  It goes to 3 percent.  It goes to

11  4 percent.  And so it's got to know all the factors

12  so they can factor in interest and payments.  And

13  so --

14       Q   All right.  We're moving to Exhibit 6.

15       A   This is cut off.

16           MS. CROMWELL:  Seriously?

17           THE WITNESS:  Seriously.

18           MR. FRESHMAN:  Do you want to try to reprint

19  that?

20           MS. CROMWELL:  Yeah.  We need those numbers.

21           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  And it --

22           MR. FRESHMAN:  Let's take a quick break.

23           THE WITNESS:  Yeah, because you're going to

24  have to.

25           (Brief recess.)
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1  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

2       Q   So on Exhibit 7, have you had an opportunity

3  to look at this and review it?

4       A   I've seen it, yes.

5           (Plaintiff's Exhibit 7 was marked for

6           identification by the shorthand reporter

7           and is attached hereto.)

8  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

9       Q   And what is this an exhibit of?

10       A   This is a payment history for the year 2009.

11       Q   Have you seen this document before?

12       A   I have.

13       Q   And when did you see it?

14       A   A few weeks ago.

15       Q   Okay.  And have you seen it before a few

16  weeks ago?

17       A   I have not.

18       Q   Okay.  And this document was in electronic

19  format?

20       A   Correct.

21       Q   Can you explain what "L76" means?

22       A   Can you show me where it would be?

23       Q   "L76" is at the top.  If you look at the

24  top, it says "Loan History."  Then it has the letters

25  "Y-T-D."  Then it says "INV."  Then it says "L76."
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1  What does that mean?

2       A   Investor L76.

3       Q   So "INV" means "investor"?

4       A   Yes.

5       Q   And "L76" means that's the investor.  L76,

6  is that a number that's assigned?  Is that --

7       A   There are codes for investors.  And, again,

8  without looking, I can't speak if that's the actual

9  investor, but there are investor codes that are three

10  digits.

11       Q   And so would you know who L76 references?

12       A   I'd have to look into my system, and then I

13  can see what L76 is.  Usually that's the investor

14  number.

15       Q   Okay.  So if you would, I would like to ask

16  you to provide that to your attorney who L76 is.  You

17  said you could review it and look into that.  So if

18  you'd be so kind as to take a note because we'd like

19  to know who L76 is.

20           MS. SAMBOR:  For the record, who do you mean

21  by "who" meaning?

22           MR. FRESHMAN:  Well, it says -- she

23  testified that investor -- it means Investor L76.

24           MS. SAMBOR:  So who the investor is?

25           MR. FRESHMAN:  Yeah.  Who is L76 as opposed
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1  to L74 or L93 or whatever, that type of thing?  Yeah.

2  That would be great unless you've already produced

3  that.

4           Don't think so?  Okay.

5       Q   So is it the business practice of Chase to

6  not disclose the investor L76?  You will -- never

7  mind.  She said she will.

8           So looking at -- moving along there, the

9  next three letters says "CAT."  And then it says

10  "002" after that.  Can you explain what "CAT 002"

11  means?  Or "CAT," do you know what that means?

12       A   I do not.

13       Q   And could you find out what that means?

14       A   I don't know if anybody would know, but I

15  can certainly --

16       Q   If you can, if you're able to find out what

17  that means, that would be great.  I don't want to

18  make any kind of educated guess.

19       A   And I can't either.

20           MS. SAMBOR:  So I'm going to object to that

21  request to the fact that it calls for speculation.

22  She doesn't know if she can or not, but we will look

23  for that information for you.

24           MR. FRESHMAN:  I appreciate that.  Thank

25  you.
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1       Q   If you turn to the last page, there are

2  totals at the bottom.  One is $42,611.81, $42,435.00,

3  and $2,587.44.  Do you see those?

4       A   I do.

5           (MS. CROMWELL left the proceedings.)

6  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

7       Q   Okay.  Can you explain what those amounts

8  are?

9       A   The first $42,611.81 is under the "Amount

10  Received."

11       Q   Okay.

12       A   The $42,435.00 is under "Interest Paid."

13       Q   So that represents the interest that was

14  paid?

15       A   And other amounts are the $2,587.44.

16       Q   Yes.

17       A   Yeah.

18       Q   What is that?

19       A   It does break down -- if you look at where

20  it says 215 -- on the top of the page "$215.62."

21       Q   Uh-huh.

22       A   If you look at the code where it says

23  "AA" --

24       Q   Yes.

25       A   That's a service fee.
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1       Q   So "AA" stands for "service fee" because

2  it's also in the legend below?

3       A   Correct.  So you go by the legend.  So you

4  figure out what the $215.62 is, and it's consistent

5  with, looks like, every month.

6       Q   So, essentially, the $2,587.44 is the

7  servicer's fee.  That's the total for that

8  particular --

9       A   That's what the line lists, yes.

10       Q   Okay.

11           (MS. CROMWELL reentered the proceedings.)

12           MS. CROMWELL:  Are we waiting on me?

13           MR. FRESHMAN:  We can go off the record for

14  just a minute.

15           (Discussion held off the record.)

16  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

17       Q   Have you had an opportunity to review this

18  document?

19       A   I have.

20           MS. SAMBOR:  This document being Exhibit 6?

21           MR. FRESHMAN:  Exhibit 6, yes.

22           (Plaintiff's Exhibit 6 was marked for

23           identification by the shorthand reporter

24           and is attached hereto.)

25  BY MR. FRESHMAN:
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1       Q   And have you seen this document before,

2  Exhibit 6?

3       A   I have.

4       Q   And when did you see this document for the

5  first time?

6       A   A few weeks ago.

7       Q   And this document has not been seen prior to

8  a few weeks ago; correct?

9       A   That is correct.

10       Q   And it's an -- you viewed it in electronic

11  format?

12       A   Correct.

13       Q   On Page 1 of the upper left-hand corner, you

14  see where it says "Loan History year-to-date"?

15       A   Right corner?

16       Q   "Y-T-D"?

17       A   Okay.  Left corner or right corner?  You

18  said left corner.  It's right corner.

19       Q   Actually, it's up here sort of in the

20  middle.

21       A   Uh-huh.

22       Q   Okay.  So you stated on Exhibit 7 the "INV"

23  means "investor."  And this one has "A01" as the

24  investor.

25       A   I see that.
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1       Q   And do you know who A01 is?

2       A   I don't know for certain.  I'm not going to

3  guess.

4       Q   Right.  And you were -- we asked if you

5  would be so kind as to let us know who L76 was on

6  Exhibit 7.

7           I'm going to have the same question on

8  Exhibit 6 if you could tell us who the investor is,

9  A01.  Is that something you can also research?

10           MS. SAMBOR:  I'll look into that.

11           MR. FRESHMAN:  Okay.  And I really have the

12  same question with "CAT 158" even though you don't

13  know what "CAT" stands for based on the last exhibit.

14  If we can figure out what "CAT" means and then who

15  CAT 158 is or what it is, it may not be a "who."  It

16  may be a "what."

17           MS. SAMBOR:  Sure.

18  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

19       Q   So does Chase -- so -- I think you stated --

20  and I just want to make sure.  So you have a report

21  or memo or something that represented each investor

22  for each code; is that right?

23           MS. SAMBOR:  That misstates testimony.

24           THE WITNESS:  That misstates testimony.

25  BY MS. SAMBOR:
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1       Q   Then I'll ask the question differently.

2  Does Chase have a report, a memo, or some document

3  that references each investor and its code?

4       A   When we go into our MSP system, there's an

5  investor code, and we look up the investor code in

6  our LISA system.

7       Q   Say that again.

8       A   Our LISA.

9       Q   How is that spelled?

10       A   L-I-S-A.

11       Q   Well, it could be L-e-e-s-a.  I don't know.

12       A   And that's where we can look up our

13  documentation and loan investor on that particular

14  system.

15       Q   And do you know what LISA stands for?

16       A   I'm not going to guess the acronym for that.

17       Q   Okay.  So is it LISA that would have that

18  report or generate that report?

19       A   It's not a report.  It's a repository.  It's

20  essentially a repository system where it would --

21  again, it would give us information, and it would

22  actually house documentation in regards to the trust

23  or the investor.

24       Q   Okay.  And have you seen any sort of report

25  or memo or anything generated from LISA?  Is there
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1  anything that's generated, or no?

2       A   There's no generation.  Essentially, if it's

3  in a trust, we would look at the investor code.  We

4  put the investor code into a LISA system.  It would

5  confirm who the investor is, and it would allow us in

6  writing to see if there is any information in regards

7  to underwriting or foreclosing, foreclosure

8  information about that particular investor.

9           But most of all, for my intents and

10  purposes, I'm able to look up the full service

11  agreement and any information in regards to that on

12  the loan.

13       Q   So at the bottom of the last page, I think

14  it's the last page.  Maybe not.  Let me double check.

15  It could be the third page.  So hang on one second.

16  I apologize.

17           At the bottom of the third page, there are

18  totals again.  It says "REQ-BY Totals."  What is

19  "REQ-BY" mean?

20       A   I'm not going to guess.  It looks like they

21  are yearend totals, but I don't know what "REQ-BY" --

22  it looks like request by, but I can't guarantee that

23  that's --

24       Q   I understand.  Then it has "Y/E."  Do we

25  know what that means?
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1       A   Usually it means "yearend."

2       Q   So you had a total of $38,898.75, which is

3  in the Amount Received.  It also seems to show down

4  on the Interest Paid that that was paid.  And then

5  the -- on the bottom on that right side where it says

6  "$2,731," again, is that -- is that the servicer's --

7       A   It's a ser-fee paid.

8       Q   Service fee paid?

9       A   S-E-R-F-E-E paid.  So I don't know.  It just

10  says "ser-fee paid."

11       Q   Okay.  And the date of this document on the

12  top right-hand corner is for 12-31-07; correct?

13       A   If you want it in its entirety, it starts on

14  page -- this is a composite of documents.

15       Q   Okay.

16       A   Starting with 12-30-06, this is when the

17  loan was started.  The next page would be Page 2.  It

18  would be starting in January of 2007, ending on Page,

19  I guess, 3, and that would be the yearend total.

20           The following page would be 2008, ending on

21  the last page of the yearend.  So these are three

22  years of payment histories.

23       Q   Okay.  And so those totals down at the

24  bottom, again, where it says "$42,435," it says that

25  again.  So one is under "Amount Received."  One is
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1  under -- what -- "Interest Paid"?  And then the

2  $2,587.44 is again the servicer's fee?

3       A   Service fees.  I don't know if it's

4  "servicer" or "service" fees.  Let's be clear about

5  that.

6       Q   Okay.  So in the --

7           (Interruption in the proceedings.)

8  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

9       Q   Right.  Because in the legend, it says

10  "SER-FEE."  So we don't know if it's servicer or

11  service?

12       A   It's service or servicer.  I would assume it

13  "service."

14       Q   Okay.  All right.  So that takes care of

15  Exhibit 6.

16           Speaking of service fee, that AA, if you

17  will, what is a service fee or a servicer's fee?  Do

18  you know what that is?

19       A   I don't.

20       Q   Who would know?

21       A   I don't know who -- I know that I can read

22  the AA.  That's why they have a code on there, and

23  they item it as a service fee.

24       Q   So you wouldn't know what a service fee

25  includes at all?
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1       A   I don't.

2       Q   But you've heard of service fees or --

3  servicer's fees or service fees?  Have you heard of

4  those?

5       A   I've heard "fees."

6       Q   Have you heard of "service fee"?

7       A   I've heard of service fees.  I've heard of

8  fees.  I don't know if it's a -- I'm going to say I

9  don't know.

10       Q   And if you had to find out, who would you

11  ask?  Is there a person most knowledgeable in the

12  company that you would go to ask that question?

13       A   I don't know.

14           MR. FRESHMAN:  Okay.  We're going to move on

15  to Exhibit 8.

16           (Plaintiff's Exhibit 8 was marked for

17           identification by the shorthand reporter

18           and is attached hereto.)

19           MS. SAMBOR:  So just for the record, this

20  document isn't in order, Bates Stamp order.

21           MS. CROMWELL:  It is or is not?

22           MR. FRESHMAN:  It's reversed order is what

23  it looks like.  Maybe we can get a stapler and --

24           MS. CROMWELL:  It's not even reversed.  7 is

25  on top.
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1           MR. FRESHMAN:  7 should be on the bottom.

2           MS. SAMBOR:  Also, there's highlighting on

3  the first page of Exhibit 8.  So I just want to make

4  sure that the court reporter has the same verse with

5  highlighting.  And that exhibits will be in color

6  copy?

7           MR. FRESHMAN:  Yes.

8           (Discussion held off the record.)

9  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

10       Q   Have you had a chance to review this

11  document?

12       A   I have.

13       Q   And what is this an exhibit of?

14       A   This is a payment history for the time

15  period of 2010.

16           MS. SAMBOR:  And for the record, this is

17  Exhibit 8.

18  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

19       Q   Okay.  And have you seen this document

20  before?

21       A   I have.

22       Q   And when did you see this?

23       A   A few weeks ago.

24       Q   And had you ever seen it before?

25       A   No.
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1       Q   Was it in the electronic format that you

2  reviewed it?

3       A   Correct.

4       Q   Okay.  On the top of the page of Chase-1235,

5  you'll notice that it has under "Loan history," and

6  then it has "Y-T-D" and then "INV L76 CAT 002."

7           So it has those same identifiers, if you

8  will.  And you've already testified or stated that

9  you will investigate the investor.  So if you turn to

10  the last page of this report, what do those totals

11  represent where it says "$36,511" and "$28,290"?

12       A   Per this document, it says the "Amount

13  Received $36,511.11."  "Interest Paid $28,290."

14  "Escrow paid $3,937.19."  And "Other Amounts" of

15  $1,220.65.

16           MR. FRESHMAN:  Okay.  Good.  I think that's

17  it on this exhibit.

18           How we doing on time-wise?  We're right at

19  12:05.  Are you guys lunch ready, or you want to go

20  one more exhibit?

21           MS. CROMWELL:  No.  We can take a lunch

22  break.

23           MS. SAMBOR:  Sure.  Let's go off the record.

24

25           (At the hour of 12:06 P.M., a luncheon
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1           recess was taken.  The deposition was

2           resumed at 1:06 P.M., the same persons

3           being present.)
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1  NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA; TUESDAY, APRIL 11, 2017

2                        1:06 P.M.

3                          -oOo-

4                 EXAMINATION (Continued)

5  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

6       Q   Okay.  So this is --

7       A   One more second.  There you go.

8       Q   So what I've handed you is Exhibit 9.

9       A   Okay.

10           (Plaintiff's Exhibit 9 was marked for

11           identification by the shorthand reporter

12           and is attached hereto.)

13  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

14       Q   Have you had sufficient time to review this

15  exhibit?

16       A   I've seen this before.

17       Q   You have?  And what is this an exhibit of?

18       A   This is a payment history for the year 2011.

19       Q   Okay.  And you said you saw this before.

20  Where did you see it?

21       A   In our records.

22       Q   Okay.  And those records were accessed

23  electronically, in electronic format?

24       A   Yes.

25       Q   And when did you see this?
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1       A   A few weeks ago.

2       Q   Okay.  And I know we tried.  I keep trying

3  to narrow it down.  I have trouble with "a few

4  weeks."  So is a few weeks three weeks?

5       A   I'm not going to guess.  I really don't

6  know.

7       Q   I don't want you to guess.

8       A   And that's why I say, "I don't know."

9       Q   I know that's perfect, and I wouldn't want

10  you to guess.  If I tell you, you know, tell me about

11  the size of this table, you could tell me that, I

12  bet, approximately.

13           But if I said, "What's the size of my table

14  in my bedroom," you can't tell me that.  That would

15  be a guess.

16           But what is troubling for me is you appear

17  to be a very intelligent woman.  So if somebody said

18  to me, "When did you go to Carlsbad?"  I'd say,

19  "About three weeks ago.  Well, a few weeks."

20           Well, can you narrow it down?  And you're

21  having problems narrowing it down.  I'm confused as

22  to why you can't say it was three weeks or two weeks

23  or four weeks or something like that.

24       A   I'm sorry.

25           MS. SAMBOR:  Is there a question pending?
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1  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

2       Q   Yeah.  The question is, when did you review

3  it?  And a few weeks is in parlance.  Let the record

4  reflect, in a standard parlance, it represents three

5  weeks.  A couple of weeks is two weeks, and one week

6  is one week.

7           So is it fair to say that a few weeks ago

8  represents about three weeks ago?

9       A   I can't answer this -- I know this

10  deposition was on for, I think, two weeks ago or a

11  week ago.  And then I had it for -- again, it's been

12  a few weeks.  I don't know what else to tell you.

13           I don't generally know the exact date of

14  when I receive documentation and when I review

15  documentation.  I just keep reviewing.

16       Q   So this was in an electronic format.  And so

17  my question is, you said that it was in your records,

18  your electronic records; is that correct?

19       A   Yes.

20       Q   And what's the name of that system again?

21       A   I-Vault.

22       Q   High-vault?

23       A   I-Vault.

24       Q   And who's the custodian of records for

25  I-Vault?
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1       A   Our I-Vault system is actually our

2  repository scanned documents.

3       Q   So are you the custodian of records for -- I

4  mean, would you be considered a custodian of records

5  or just -- I'm not sure.

6           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Vague.

7  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

8       Q   Okay.  Are you the custodian of records?

9       A   I can access the information.

10           MR. FRESHMAN:  Okay.  Strike as

11  nonresponsive.

12       Q   Do you know what a custodian of record is?

13       A   I know that that's a term that's used for a

14  lot of different -- has a lot of different views to

15  it.  So I don't know specifically what you mean.

16  I've heard that term used.

17       Q   So you can access the records, but you are

18  not the custodian of records; is that correct?

19           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Misstates

20  testimony.

21  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

22       Q   Okay.  Are you the custodian of records?

23  That is a "yes" or "no" question.

24           MS. SAMBOR:  Vague and ambiguous as to what

25  you mean by "custodian of record."
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1  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

2       Q   Do you know what a custodian of records is?

3           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Asked and answered.

4           THE WITNESS:  You've asked me that question,

5  and I've heard that term used in a lot of ways.  Can

6  you clarify what you consider a custodian of record?

7  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

8       Q   At your home, do you keep your books and

9  records?

10       A   I'm still confused on --

11       Q   Well, do you have a -- when you purchase

12  something and you write a check, do you keep a record

13  of that?

14       A   For my own personal use?

15       Q   For your own personal use, yes.

16       A   Are you asking about my financials?

17       Q   No.  I'm not asking about your financials.

18  I'm asking in a generic sort of sense.  Do you keep

19  your own books and records?

20           MS. SAMBOR:  I'm going to object to this

21  question.  It's outside of the --

22           MR. FRESHMAN:  She is asking -- go ahead and

23  state your objection.  Go ahead.

24           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  This is outside of

25  the scope of her testimony as a PMK, as a person most
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1  knowledgeable of Chase.  You are now asking about

2  personal bookkeeping experience.  I think we can get

3  around this by you asking her her experience.  Just

4  give her an analogy for a personal bookkeeping

5  experience.

6  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

7       Q   I am.  So when I purchase anything online at

8  a store I purchase it, I either write a check; or, I

9  guess, I use a credit card.  And I take that receipt,

10  and I put it in a file, and I am the custodian of

11  that record.  I hold that record.  I keep it.

12           And if somebody says, "Did you purchase that

13  thing at that place at that time on that date?"  I

14  can say, "Yes, I did," because I'm holding it; and

15  I'm the custodian of the record.  So my question is

16  pretty simple, I hope.

17           Well, let me ask you first.  Do you

18  understand that analogy?

19       A   Yes.

20       Q   Okay.  Good.  So when I asked, are you the

21  custodian of records for Chase, that would be a "yes"

22  or "no" question.

23           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Vague and

24  ambiguous.

25           If you understand what he means by
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1  "custodian of records," you can answer.  Or if you

2  understand the question, you can answer.

3           THE WITNESS:  I do not have a -- it's a very

4  weird question.

5  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

6       Q   It seems odd given you're the person most

7  knowledgeable for this particular matter and you've

8  done research.

9       A   Okay.

10       Q   You've reviewed the records.  Do you keep

11  the records for Chase?

12       A   I wasn't sure if you were going to continue.

13       Q   Are you the custodian of records for

14  Exhibit 9?

15           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Vague and

16  ambiguous.

17           THE WITNESS:  I am able to access this

18  information from our records.

19  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

20       Q   So who is the custodian of records for the

21  records in Exhibit 9?

22           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Vague and

23  ambiguous.

24           THE WITNESS:  We have our images in our

25  i-Vault system, and only people who have access to
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1  and authority to review these files can.  That's all

2  I can tell you.

3  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

4       Q   So who inputs that at Chase?

5       A   This information is a printout of

6  information that's in our records.  Essentially on

7  yearend, it's scanned into our i-Vault system where

8  we can look at payment histories.  This is a payment

9  history.  It's an ongoing process.

10       Q   Was that --

11       A   I'm sorry.  I wasn't done.  I can be done if

12  you want.

13       Q   No.  That's fine.

14       A   This is an ongoing process.  It's a payment

15  history.  So as of yesterday, it read one thing.  It

16  could be that there's another charge.  Today it could

17  mean another thing.  Next month it will have more

18  interest.  It's an ongoing process.

19           This is just a snapshot of a particular year

20  that's been scanned into our records, and I'm able to

21  access it.

22       Q   Okay.  I understand.  So are you able to --

23  are you the one that inputs that information?

24       A   I am not.

25       Q   Who does?
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1       A   Is there a particular line item that you

2  want me to comment to?

3       Q   Well, is there more than one person that

4  enters into information?

5       A   We have our payment processing department

6  that, when a borrower sends in payments, they process

7  the payments.  We have our Escrow Department.  We

8  have our -- the department that handles taxes.  This

9  is a department that handles insurance.

10           This is a time period where there was a

11  modification going on.  There's the Mod Department,

12  Loss Mitigation.  There's a lot of different

13  departments that it depends on a specific a fee and

14  cost that could be in our foreclosure department.

15           Again, a payment history is comprised of

16  payments that are received, payments that were

17  disbursed, fees and costs that were approved, and how

18  payments have been applied.

19       Q   So you testified that you don't input this

20  information?

21       A   That is correct.

22       Q   Okay.  On this document, Exhibit 9, at the

23  top right side, again, it says "Loan History," and

24  then "Y-T-D."  And then it says "INV," and that says

25  "KUN."  Do you see that?
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1       A   I do.

2       Q   Okay.  Do you know who K-u-n is?

3       A   I do not.

4           MR. FRESHMAN:  And we've had that -- you

5  testified earlier that, after the letters "INV," we

6  had "L76," and we also had -- I'm trying to think of

7  the other -- AO1.  So I'm going to make the same

8  request from counsel to please investigate who KUN is

9  or what KUN is.

10           MS. SAMBOR:  Yes.

11           MR. FRESHMAN:  Thank you.  So on --

12       Q   I'm trying to get to the -- there's an entry

13  that's "00-00-04-05 6 31" -- "6 31" and then "1."  I

14  don't know if you can see where that is.

15       A   000.

16       Q   04-05 6 31.  And if you want, I can mark it.

17       A   Is it a $14.00 fee?

18       Q   It is.

19       A   Okay.

20       Q   Can you explain what that line reads?  It

21  says "proces" -- almost.  "Processed" without a

22  second "S."  And then it says "SAP."  Do you know

23  what SAP stands for?

24       A   I do not.

25       Q   Do you know -- then the next word says
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1  "Reason."  And then it says "FCIN FC Inspection."  Do

2  you know what that means?  And perhaps let me shorten

3  it.  Do you know what "FCIN" stands for?

4       A   I don't.

5       Q   Do you know what "PC" for -- or "FC"?

6  Excuse me.

7       A   It could be "foreclosure inspection."  "FC"

8  a lot of times is "foreclosure."

9       Q   Okay.  So the next line down, it has -- and

10  that the one that's at the far right is $150.00.  So

11  if you follow over to it, it says, "Reason LMCS NP

12  Counsel Fees."

13           So it looks like counsel fees is for

14  $150.00.  Do you know what that represents?

15       A   I don't know for certain.  So I'm going to

16  say I don't know.  I can read the "LMCS NP Counsel"

17  and $150.00, but I don't know specifically what

18  "LMCS" is.

19       Q   Have you ever, on a transaction history like

20  this, have you ever seen that language before?

21       A   I have.

22       Q   And have you ever had a reason to inquire

23  about what that is?

24       A   No.

25       Q   Okay.  The next line down has the $78.00
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1  figure on the right.  It has "Proces SAP Reason

2  IPBP," and then "BPO."

3           Do you know what that means?

4       A   A "BPO" is an appraisal.

5       Q   By a certified appraiser or --

6       A   A BPO, Broker Price Opinion.

7       Q   Right.  So it can be any kind of broker.  It

8  didn't have to be certified?

9       A   It doesn't identify that here.

10       Q   Okay.  Thank you.  And then the one that

11  says $65.00, the next one down, just go to the --

12  after the word "Reason," it says -- my eyes.  I

13  should probably get my glasses.

14       A   "REO appraisal."

15       Q   It says "REO appraisal."  Can you explain

16  what that is?

17       A   An REO appraisal?

18       Q   Right.  And the acronym "REO" is for?

19       A   Real estate owned.

20       Q   Okay.  Thank you.  I didn't want to testify.

21  I know what it is.  I just want to make sure we have

22  it on the record from you.

23       A   Okay.

24       Q   And then the next one down has that same

25  "FCIN FC Inspection," and that's a $14.00 fee this
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1  time.  Again -- and so you're not sure what that is

2  or --

3       A   I believe I said "FC" is usually

4  "foreclosure."  And then "Inspection" and then

5  "$14.00."  So it's consistent with the previous line,

6  04-05.  The --

7       Q   The one we discussed earlier.  Thank you.

8  And then this other $78.00 fee also appears to be --

9  and that's identified as the 6-20 -- it looks like

10  it's a 6-22 on the left side, and that says also

11  "IPBP BPO."  So that again would also be -- the

12  $78.00 would be a broker's price opinion as well?

13       A   Yeah.  June 22nd, 2011.

14       Q   Okay.  So on the next page, if you look at

15  where it says 08-18, and apparently all of this is in

16  2011.  So that would be 08-18-2011.  It's got a

17  "150.00-AT."  Do you know what that "AT" stands for?

18       A   Corporate advances.

19       Q   Okay.

20       A   If you look at the last page.

21       Q   The legend?

22       A   The legend under "AT," it has "3rd

23  Recoverable Corp Advances."

24       Q   And where it says "3rd Recoverable Corp

25  Advances," what does that mean?
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1       A   Those are costs.  Those are advances that we

2  made as a corporation for this property.

3       Q   Okay.  For this loan?

4       A   Yes.

5       Q   Okay.  Good.  On the one that says

6  "09-26" -- "09-20 6 32 2," it says "FCCC FC Court

7  Costs."  And then --

8       A   $100.96?

9       Q   Yeah.  So do you know what that would be?

10       A   Foreclosure FC court costs.  And then it's

11  under "AR," and if you look at the code for AR,

12  mortgage corporate advances -- recording corporate

13  advances."

14       Q   So where it says "AR-MTGR," that means

15  mortgager?

16       A   Mortgage.  Mortgage.

17       Q   That abbreviation "MTGR" is?

18       A   Mortgage.

19       Q   Or it's just mortgage.  Okay.  The next one

20  down, which is for $935.00, which is "09-20 6 32 3,"

21  and that says "FCCC FC Court Costs."  So, again, that

22  would be -- is that also court -- foreclosure costs,

23  you believe?

24       A   Again, reading the document, "FC" usually is

25  a foreclosure, and it does state "court costs."
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1       Q   Right.  And then it has below that a "MICR

2  Check #0002070446."  Do you know what that is?

3       A   I don't.  It does look like it's sequential

4  to the top too, which is 444, 445, and 446.

5       Q   So it could just be checks that are written?

6       A   I'm not going to say.  I'm just saying they

7  are sequential.

8       Q   That's fine.  I'll take that.  The next one

9  down interestingly which says "09-20 6 32 4," it says

10  "Reason FCSJ Court Assignments," and that's $21.00.

11  And then you'll notice that that actually has the

12  same "446" at the end.

13       A   I see that.

14       Q   So it's --

15           (Interruption in the proceedings.)

16  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

17       Q   So what would you -- if you know what that

18  would be?

19       A   I can just read the document as it is.  And

20  it's on the same date of the 09-20 of 2011.  So it

21  seemed to be similar dates in that timeframe.

22       Q   Yeah.  Just seems odd that there would be --

23  if that were checked, it would seem odd that they

24  have two different amounts paid.  Anyway, looking at

25  the next one, which is "09-20 6 32 5," that's "FCCC
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1  FC Court Costs," and that's $24.00.  And it also has

2  the "446" at at end of the check.  It says "Checks

3  No."

4       A   I see that.

5       Q   Right.  So what would that be for?

6       A   Again, just reading the document, it says

7  "FC Court Cost $24.00."

8       Q   And "FC" is "foreclosure."  So it would be

9  foreclosure court costs?

10       A   "FC" is usually "foreclosure."

11       Q   Thank you.  The next one, which is "09-20 6

12  32 6" has the same dollar amount of $21.00.  It has

13  "FCCC FC Court Costs."  So, again, that would be the

14  same --

15       A   Looks to be similar.

16       Q   Looks to be the same.  Okay.  Moving down to

17  the "10-25 6 32 1," what is "FC --

18       A   I'm sorry.  Which one?  What's the amount?

19  It's probably easier to see.

20       Q   It's a $95.00 charge, and it has "AT" after

21  it.

22       A   Uh-huh.

23       Q   And it says "FCF" -- I can't tell if that's

24  "FC --

25       A   "PR."
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1       Q   -- PR."  "PROP REP."  Do you know what that

2  is?

3       A   "PROP" is "property."  "REP," I don't know

4  what that is.  And it's a $95.00 fee.

5       Q   And you don't know what "FCPR" is?

6       A   I don't.

7       Q   And do you know what "TLM" stands for?

8       A   I don't.

9       Q   Moving down to -- it's a little bit down the

10  page, not much further, it's "691.05-AR."

11       A   What's the amount?

12       Q   And that's what it is, "691.05-AR."  It's

13  right underneath the 12-01-2011 date.  Do you see

14  that one?

15       A   "691.05," is that "00-00 11-03 7 45"?

16       Q   Yes.  It sure is.

17       A   Okay.

18       Q   And so this says, reason is "TIFE LOSSMIT

19  MOD."  Do you know what that would stand for?

20       A   Loss mod.  I don't know what the "TIPE"

21  is -- "TIFE."

22       Q   So does loss mit -- does that seem like it

23  would be loss mitigation perhaps?

24       A   Possibly.

25       Q   Then there's one that is "00-00 11-03 7 45
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1  5."  Do you see that?

2       A   Is that "999.99"?

3       Q   Yes, it is "- AR."

4       A   Okay.

5       Q   And it says "TICO TRAIL INV COSTS."  Do you

6  know what "TICO" is?

7       A   I don't.

8       Q   Do you know what "TRAIL" stands for?

9       A   I do not.

10       Q   Do you know what "INV" stands for?

11       A   I don't know specifically.

12       Q   And do you know the costs -- okay.

13  Continuing on to the next page the third item down,

14  it says "11-03 7 45 9."  Do you see that one?

15       A   I do.

16       Q   And it's in the amount of "$183.02."

17       A   I see that.

18       Q   Space ATT.  That says "LMOD."  Do you know

19  what that stands for?

20       A   LM loss mod advances.  And for the amount of

21  $183.02.

22       Q   Okay.  Skipping down three from there,

23  there's one that's "11-03 7 45 12."  Do you see that

24  one?

25       A   I do.
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1       Q   And that's in the amount of 999.99 AT --

2  space AT?

3       A   Yep.

4       Q   And that has the same description, if you

5  will, under "Principal Balance," "Interest Paid,"

6  whatever.  So "LMOD," what does that mean again?

7       A   Loss mitigation.

8       Q   And "LM" stands for?

9       A   Loss mitigation.

10       Q   I'm sorry.  I'm sorry.  I think you

11  misunderstood me.

12       A   You said "LM," "mod advance"; correct?

13       Q   Yes.  Right.  But there's a "LMOD" in front

14  of it.

15       A   I don't know what that is.  You said "LM."

16       Q   Okay.  No problem.  And then we have -- if

17  we move down about another three, we have "11-03 7 45

18  15."  That also has the same amount of 999.99 AT.  It

19  has the same "REASON LMOD LM MOD ADVANCES."  So is

20  that money that's essentially advanced on behalf of

21  the borrower?

22       A   As we spoke earlier and when we were going

23  over the detailed transaction history, that timeframe

24  is when the system was recalculating the mod.  And

25  you'll see the same fees on there.  It's
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1  recalculating everything.

2           And that 01-03 timeframe, 01-03 of '11 --

3       Q   Uh-huh.

4       A   -- and that's the time when it's -- you'll

5  see the same charges in there because it's

6  recalculating everything.  It's rebalancing

7  everything.

8       Q   Okay.

9       A   If that makes sense to you.

10       Q   Somewhat.

11       A   Okay.

12       Q   And then it looks like on where it's --

13  again three down, "11-03 7 45 18," that has the same

14  dollar amount.  So that would be the same advance

15  fees again --

16       A   Yes.

17       Q   -- in the recalculation?  And then we have,

18  if we go three down again, we have the exact same

19  thing.  It looks like it will be Item 21.  Does that

20  make sense?

21       A   Yes.

22       Q   So that would also be a loan mod advances --

23  is that true -- or recalculation?

24       A   Correct.

25       Q   Three down again, No. 24, are you with me?
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1       A   I am with you.

2       Q   Good.  Seems like that's the identifier.

3  Again, the same, loan mod advances?

4       A   Yes.

5       Q   Thank you.  And then similarly, we have got

6  No. 27 as the same thing?

7       A   Correct.

8       Q   Okay.  So let's see if we can look at

9  something different.  If you go down about one, two,

10  three, four, five -- five items, it's "11-11 11-11 3

11  12 1."  And it says "Check Wire."  Do you see that?

12       A   I do.

13       Q   Okay.  So underneath that one, there's a

14  dollar amount of "$1,216.24."  What would that be?

15       A   It's under "Escrow Paid, Escrow Balance."

16  If you look on the -- under "Escrow Paid," you go

17  down where it says minus $1,216.24.  And it's a

18  balance.  So that's escrows that are being paid.

19       Q   Okay.  And then the one just directly below

20  that which is $3,016.51.  Is that -- what's that?

21       A   That's being paid.

22       Q   Is that also in escrow?

23       A   It's a wash.  You see where it says

24  "1,216.24," and then we get it back.  You see at that

25  point there's no escrow balance because we have taken
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1  the 1,216.24, and then if you look at the next line

2  where you're telling me to look --

3       Q   Yes.

4       A   -- under "Escrow Balance," it says zero.  I

5  don't know if you see that.

6       Q   I do.

7       A   Okay.  And that's how you look for where the

8  identifying thing is.

9       Q   So that one that has the "3,016.51," as you

10  look across, there's a -- under the "1,216.24,"

11  there's a "309.02."

12       A   I see --

13       Q   Where are --

14       A   I'm sorry.

15       Q   And that would be under "Escrow Paid"?

16       A   Yes.

17       Q   So I can see the one being a wash.  But

18  what's happening with that one?

19       A   Well, essentially it's telling us what's

20  going on.  You have the escrows were paid.  There was

21  an amount received of 3,016.51.  Principal was

22  1,474.44.  To principal interest was 1,233.05.  And

23  then Escrow was 309.02.

24       Q   Okay.  Moving down almost to the bottom of

25  the page, four up from the bottom is "12-01 6 31 1."
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1  Do you see that one?

2       A   For the amount of 14?

3       Q   It is.  And that's, again, that looks like

4  the "FC Inspection."  So it's safe to say that that's

5  a foreclosure inspection fee?

6       A   That's what it looks like.  It's coded.

7       Q   Okay.  And then the one below it, it says

8  where it says "Check," and then it says "MIC" --

9  "MICR."  I think that's what it says.  "MICR Check,"

10  and then it's got the numbers of -- "#00423"?

11       A   Yes, I see that.

12       Q   Yeah.  And that's a 250 -- it looks like the

13  check was $250.00.  What is that for?

14       A   It says on that one, it says "SAP REASON

15  FCSL Sale Cost."

16       Q   Uh-huh.

17       A   So it's some sort of a foreclosure sale

18  cost.

19       Q   Okay.  And then the one that's for $18.00.

20  Can you describe what that one is for?  Or is it

21  just --

22       A   I don't know what "FCRC" is, but "FCL

23  Recording."  "FC" is "foreclosure."  I don't know

24  what "L" is.  So it's a cost.

25       Q   And then the one just below that, you
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1  have -- it says "FCL Sale Cost," and that's a

2  $120.00.

3       A   Correct.

4       Q   So would that mean foreclosure sale cost?

5       A   It could be.  And, again, it says "FCL Sale

6  Cost."  So it's $120.00.

7       Q   And just out of curiosity, do you know what

8  that "ATCALIFO" means?

9       A   I'm sorry.  I don't see --

10       Q   It's immediately to the left of the $120.00

11  fee where it says "$120.00 AR," and if you look to

12  the immediate --

13       A   Oh, ATCALIFO.  I'm not going to -- I can't

14  say for sure what it is.

15       Q   Okay.

16       A   So I'm not going to guess.

17       Q   All right.  Thank you.  This is Exhibit 10.

18           MR. FRESHMAN:  Off the record for a moment.

19           MS. SAMBOR:  Sure.

20           (Discussion held off the record.)

21  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

22       Q   So on Exhibit 10 have you had a chance to

23  review that?

24       A   I have.

25           (Plaintiff's Exhibit 10 was marked for
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1           identification by the shorthand reporter

2           and is attached hereto.)

3  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

4       Q   Okay.  What's this an exhibit of?

5       A   This is a payment history for the year of

6  2012.

7       Q   And when did you see this document for the

8  first time?

9       A   A few weeks ago.

10       Q   Okay.  And you haven't seen it before that

11  date?

12       A   I did not.

13       Q   Okay.  Can you turn to the last page for a

14  moment?

15       A   Certainly.

16       Q   Do you see the totals at the bottom of the

17  page?  The first one is "41,818.80," and then it has

18  yearend, "19,552.36" and then it goes back up.  Do

19  you see where I'm at?

20       A   I do.

21       Q   Okay.  What does that represent?

22       A   The year-to-date totals.

23       Q   Okay.  So what does the first 41,818.80

24  represent?

25       A   The amount received.
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1       Q   And the 14,562.97 is the --

2       A   I'm sorry.  What is it?

3       Q   The 14,562.97?

4       A   Interest.

5       Q   And the 81,118.86, what does that represent?

6       A   Other amounts.

7       Q   And what would other amounts be?

8       A   It would be a total of all the different

9  fees that have been calculated.

10       Q   Okay.  Back to the first page, if you will,

11  there's a space, and then the next entry and I can

12  show you where I'm looking at.  Maybe that's easier.

13       A   Okay.

14       Q   So and that starts off with the "02-12 01-31

15  1."  Okay.  So just above that line, it says "Excess

16  Service Fee Paid."  You see where it says that?

17       A   I do.

18       Q   And then below the word "Paid," it says

19  "313.85."  What -- who's the payee, meaning who's

20  paid?

21       A   Where does it say "payee"?

22       Q   Well, it doesn't say that.  It just says

23  "Excess Service Fee Paid."  So I'm trying to figure

24  out who's paid.

25       A   I don't know.
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1       Q   Okay.

2       A   There's no payee code.

3       Q   Okay.  So where does that fall?  That's

4  escrow paid essentially?  Is that still falling in

5  that same category or --

6       A   It says there's escrow paid of 313.85, and

7  then it says Advance Balance is 279.52.

8       Q   Right.  And what does the "Advance Balance"

9  mean?

10       A   That's how much is that we have advanced.

11  That's the balance left.

12       Q   Okay.  And then similarly, so we don't know

13  who's paid?

14       A   If you look at the "313.85" and it says a

15  code "V" there at the end.  Do you see where it says

16  "V" as a code?

17       Q   Yes.

18       A   If you look at our sheet here that shows

19  that -- I just lost it -- escrow in advance.  Escrows

20  that we were advanced.  So we were paid those back

21  where there's "V."

22       Q   Okay.  So that's an escrow advance.  So you

23  were basically paid back?

24       A   (Inaudible response.)

25       Q   Okay.  On the bottom of the next page, which
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1  is a Chase-01244, it's four items up, and it's "00-00

2  05-31 7 66."  You with me?

3       A   I am.

4       Q   And that's a $1,000.00 fee.  It says "AN" --

5  let's see what that looks like.  Can you tell me what

6  that one is for?

7       A   "AN" is "Nonrecoverable corporate advances."

8       Q   And what does that mean?

9       A   Those are corporate advances.

10       Q   And when you say "nonrecoverable," does that

11  mean your company can't get them back?

12       A   I don't know specifically what that amount

13  is.  It says "Incentive Income."  So I don't know

14  what "LMIC Incentive Income" is.  It says on 05-3 of

15  2012.

16       Q   05-31, I think.

17       A   05-31.  I'm sorry.

18       Q   That's okay.  On the one that says "06-18"

19  which is the last entry there on that page.

20       A   Okay.

21       Q   It says "FCIN Inspection Fee INSP Fee

22  Reclass."  Do you know what that is?

23       A   I don't.

24       Q   And it's $28.00, and then it says "AR."  And

25  again "AR" is --
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1       A   "Mortgage Recoverable Corporate Advances."

2       Q   Okay.  Going to the next page which is

3  Chase-01245, at the top, the first entry is "06-18"?

4       A   I see that.

5       Q   And "FCIN, INSP Fee Reclass."  And that's

6  $28.00, as well, "AT."  So what does that mean?

7       A   "3rd Recoverable Corporate Advances."

8       Q   And do we know what that means?

9       A   I don't know specifically.

10       Q   The next one down, which is also "06-18,"

11  but it is Item No. 3, if we will.  Are you with me?

12       A   I am with you.

13       Q   Yeah.  That's the same dollar amount.  It's

14  got an "AR" at the end of it for the "$28.00" and so

15  the "AR" --

16       A   Is a recoverable --

17       Q   Meaning what?

18       A   It's "3rd recoverable corporate advances,"

19  AT.  So there's AT, AR, and AT for the --

20       Q   Yeah.  And that next one is also $28.00, and

21  that one is AT as well.  So do we know what that

22  means?

23       A   Well, I know that the second and third one

24  have a minus over it, you know where there's $28.

25  And then the second one is a minus, and then the
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1  third one is a minus.  And then there's no minus on

2  the first one.  So I think it was a payback.

3       Q   And where are you seeing the minuses?  I'm

4  sorry.  I'm not seeing that.  I see the -- I see the

5  minus AT, minus AR.  Is that what you're referring to

6  as opposed to the one that just has the "AT" --

7       A   Yes.

8       Q   -- that doesn't have a minus before?

9       A   Yes.

10       Q   I'm not sure if that's a hyphen or if that's

11  a minus, but okay.  And then as we go down, there's

12  one that says "07-12" after the space -- it's "07-12

13  06-26 1 6B -- or 68."  I can't tell.

14       A   "68 2."

15       Q   Yeah, "68 2."  What is that one about?  It

16  says "Excess Service Fee Paid."

17       A   That's $310.60 -- $310.98.

18       Q   Uh-huh.

19       A   And that is "V," which is, I think, that's a

20  corporate advance.  "V," escrow advance.

21       Q   Okay.  So that appears to be an escrow

22  advance, $310.98?

23       A   Yes.

24       Q   And if you keep going down to the next one,

25  that says "Excess Service Fee."  That's also $310.98.
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1  Are you with me?

2       A   I am.

3       Q   And that's also $310.98.  So that appears to

4  be also Excess --

5       A   Correct.

6       Q   An advance?

7       A   Yes.

8       Q   Okay.  The next one it says "Excess Service

9  Fee."  That's also $310.98 with a "V" after it.  So

10  that would be the same?

11       A   Correct.

12       Q   Now, the one below that says "LMIC Incentive

13  Income."  "LMIC Incentive Income," and then it says

14  "Payee 99N77."  You see that one?

15       A   Uh-huh.

16       Q   Who's the payee?

17       A   Principal paid 916 -- that's advance --

18  that's the advance balance there's still -- looks

19  like -- that's still what the advance is for escrow.

20       Q   Okay.  And it's got an "AN" after it.  Is

21  that corporate advance?

22       A   Nonrecoverable corporate advances.

23       Q   Okay.  So do we know who the payee is?  I'm

24  sorry.

25       A   It says "Payee 99N77.
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1       Q   Right.  Do we know who Payee 99N77 is?

2       A   I do not.

3       Q   How will we find that out?

4       A   I don't know.

5       Q   Is that something -- is that a code?  I

6  guess -- let me state.  Similar to L76, AO1 and KUN,

7  is that a code also like those?

8       A   This has a specific payee code of 99N77, and

9  usually if there's a payee code, it corresponds with

10  something.

11       Q   Okay.  So if you're able to find out who

12  that payee code goes to, that would be great.

13       A   Okay.

14       Q   Thanks.  On the next page as we go down,

15  there's a charge for -- you see $78.00 AN?

16       A   Yes.

17       Q   "70.00 AN, 70.00-AR," all these things.  And

18  so the first -- that first one, "IPBP BPO," so we

19  have a $78.00 fee effectively, if I'm remembering

20  right, is the broker price opinion?

21       A   Correct.

22       Q   The broker is for the foreclosure

23  inspection, the next one down?

24       A   Yes.

25       Q   The "$70.00 - AR" also says "foreclosure
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1  inspection."  Does that seem like -- and I'm just

2  trying to figure out -- that minus, does that look

3  like it's being subtracted or it's being added?

4       A   It looks like it was subtracted and then

5  paid.

6       Q   Okay.  The one on one --

7       A   It's on the same date.

8       Q   Yeah.

9       A   Okay.  And is the -- but normally in an

10  accounting situation, would minus come before the

11  number instead of after it or --

12           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  I think that's

13  outside her testimony as a person most knowledgeable.

14  She doesn't know about accounting practices in

15  general.

16  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

17       Q   Is that something that you would know or you

18  wouldn't know?

19       A   I don't.

20       Q   Okay.  The 1,014.00 entry, the first one,

21  what's that?

22       A   It says EXPC INV costs, and below it has the

23  same identical one.  Just has a minus and a regular.

24       Q   Uh-huh.  And as we go down -- yeah.  So do

25  you know what that -- on that first 1,014.00, that
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1  doesn't have the minus sign before the AR.  Do you

2  know what that "TIFE EXPC INV Cost" means?

3       A   I don't.

4       Q   Okay.  Also, on the right it says -- I asked

5  you about -- there's one down there where it says

6  "TICO Trail."  You know -- do you see that one?

7       A   I do.

8       Q   And do you know what "TICO Trail" is?

9       A   You'd asked me that before.  I don't.

10       Q   The next one says "FC court costs."  Those

11  are court costs for the foreclosure; is that correct?

12           MS. SAMBOR:  Where are you looking?

13           THE WITNESS:  Is it "45 11"?

14  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

15       Q   It's "66.96 - AR."

16       A   Okay.

17       Q   Item No. 7, if that helps.

18       A   Yeah.

19       Q   It's easier to identify it that way, I

20  think.

21       A   And so your question was?

22       Q   Those are the court costs for the

23  foreclosure essentially?

24       A   Essentially.  It says "FC Court Costs

25  $66.96."
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1       Q   Yeah.

2       A   Yeah.  That's what it says on here.

3       Q   And then the next one says "TICO Trail,"

4  which is $500.  Then we have the next one, which is

5  "FCTF FC Trustee," and that says $500 with a minus.

6       A   Uh-huh.

7       Q   So these seem to go --- like, for example,

8  the TICO Trail and that FCTF, both for $500, one has

9  the minus.  One doesn't.  The top one doesn't.

10           So what -- how are you reading that, meaning

11  what is -- is $500 going in, $500 going out?  What's

12  happening there.

13       A   I can just say that it looks like there's --

14  again, I'm just reading the document.  It looks like

15  there's a -- it's a charge, and it's a credit.  So I

16  don't -- I don't know how the computer is

17  recalculating it.

18           So it looks like it was on the same day, but

19  if you look at it, it's 09-10 of 2012.  They were all

20  on the same date.

21       Q   Yes.

22       A   So the computer is recalculating something.

23       Q   I see.  And then as you go down, there's the

24  "370.00," that's a plus and possibly a minus.

25  There's an "18.00."  That's a plus and possibly a
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1  minus.  There's 78.  And then you get to the one,

2  again, it's a "TICO Trail," which is "696.00."  Do

3  you see that one?

4       A   I do.

5       Q   And so I'm just trying to figure out what

6  that is.  Do you know what that is?

7       A   Again, you asked me TICO Trail, and I don't.

8       Q   Yeah.  So on the second to the left-hand

9  column, it says "original pay" or "ORIG Pay."  Excuse

10  me.  Do you know what that means?

11       A   I don't know for certain, but it's -- it

12  just -- I don't know for certain.  So I'm going to

13  say no.

14       Q   Okay.  And then if you go down, there's a --

15  it's an entry No. 3, if you will, "12.78."  Do you

16  see that one?

17       A   Yes.

18       Q   Dollar amount?

19       A   Yes, I do.

20       Q   "Reason RCDA DFR Adjustment," do we know

21  what that is?

22       A   I don't.

23       Q   On Chase-01247, next page in the middle of

24  the page --

25       A   I'm sorry.  Which?
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1       Q   Sorry.  Chase-01247 page.  In the middle of

2  the page, it says "Excess Service Fee Paid," and

3  that's "310.98"?

4       A   Yes.

5       Q   Again, do we know who's being paid?

6       A   That is the escrow -- that is escrow

7  advances.

8       Q   Okay.  And then the one below it, it says

9  "Description Refund."  Do you know what that means?

10       A   I don't.

11       Q   Okay.

12       A   It's all on the same day.

13       Q   All right.

14           MR. FRESHMAN:  I think I'm missing one.

15           MS. CROMWELL:  Missing one what?  Well,

16  these are your questions.  What are you missing?

17           MR. FRESHMAN:  11.

18       Q   Okay.  This is Exhibit 11.  Please take a

19  look at Exhibit 11.

20       A   Okay.

21       Q   Have you had time to review it?

22       A   I have.

23           (Plaintiff's Exhibit 11 was marked for

24           identification by the shorthand reporter

25           and is attached hereto.)
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1  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

2       Q   Thank you.  What is this an exhibit?

3       A   This is a payment history, and it is from

4  12-03-12 to 12-01 of '15.

5       Q   Okay.  And have you seen this document

6  before?

7       A   I have.

8       Q   And when did you see it?

9       A   A few weeks ago.

10       Q   And had you seen it before a few weeks ago?

11       A   I had not.

12       Q   And does this report show who the investor

13  is?

14       A   It does not.

15       Q   Okay.  Explain at the top of the page where

16  it says "01-01-16."  See where that is under "Payment

17  Due"?

18       A   I do.

19       Q   Can you explain the -- going from left to

20  right, the "3,081.35" straight across?  Can you

21  explain what that is?

22       A   Certainly, I can.  The payment due date is

23  01-01 of '16.  This document was printed out on 12-23

24  of '15.  Total payment amount is $3,081.35.  The

25  current principal and interest payment is $2,707.49.
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1           We have the current interest rate at

2  2 percent.  The current principal balance at

3  $659,706.17, and there's a escrow balance due of

4  $996.41.

5       Q   Okay.

6           MR. FRESHMAN:  Let's go off the record and

7  take a break.

8           MS. SAMBOR:  Sure.

9           (Brief recess.)

10  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

11       Q   Have you had a chance to look at that --

12       A   Yes.

13       Q   So these were just delivered to us yesterday

14  in production, and we're just trying to figure out

15  what they are.  So can you tell me what these things

16  are?

17           MS. SAMBOR:  So just for the record, we're

18  on Exhibit No. 12.  And as Mr. Freshman just stated,

19  this was not a document that was included in the

20  package of exhibits he included on Sunday.  This is a

21  document we just produced to him yesterday evening.

22           (Plaintiff's Exhibit 12 was marked for

23           identification by the shorthand reporter

24           and is attached hereto.)

25  BY MR. FRESHMAN:
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1       Q   Yes.  So what we're trying to figure out is,

2  what is this?  It says "3270 Explorer:  Loan Master

3  Maint and Display."  So on this Chase-1623, do you

4  know what that is?

5       A   I do.

6       Q   Can you explain that to me?

7       A   This is a composite of different screens out

8  of our MSP system.

9       Q   Okay.

10       A   The first document is our acquisition

11  screen, and it shows that we've been servicing the

12  file since the beginning.  The second document --

13       Q   And when you say "the beginning" -- I didn't

14  mean to cut you off.  When you say "the beginning,"

15  is that the beginning of the loan?

16       A   Correct, from the origination.

17       Q   Okay.  And I just wanted to ask, do you know

18  what the "Acquisition IE"?  It says "Gold Coast."

19  What it that?

20       A   I'm sorry.  Where is that?

21       Q   It's right here on this.  It says

22  "Acquisition ID," and in it says "Gold Coast."  Do

23  you know what that means?

24       A   I don't.

25       Q   Is this the acquisition of this particular
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1  loan that's at issue?

2       A   This is the loan -- this is Mr. Fox's loan.

3  You can see it's identified "MAS1 Loan," and it's

4  redacted information.  "Name, H. Fox."  This is the

5  Fox loan.  This is the loan we're talking about.

6           If you look where it says "Acquisition

7  Type," it says, "1 - originated."  Where it says

8  "Acquisition Type," there's a "1" underneath it.

9       Q   Okay.

10       A   So if it was purchased or service

11  transferred, the numbers would be there.

12       Q   I see.  So if it was purchased, it would say

13  "Type 2"?

14       A   Or service transfer would be Type 3.

15       Q   Okay.

16       A   So we know that we have had this since

17  acquisition.  And we can also see that "156" up at

18  the top right underneath "3270" it says "156 -

19  JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A." up on top.

20       Q   Yes.  Yes.

21       A   156 is our Washington Mutual portal.  So

22  anytime we have to go to an old Washington Mutual

23  file, we have to go through this 156 portal.  So I

24  know by the loan number that this is a Washington

25  Mutual number because I have to go through a separate
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1  portal in our MSP system because we acquired their

2  system.

3           They used the same system as we do, which is

4  why it as a seamless transfer.  We were able to go

5  into their records.  We gained access to their

6  records as they were inputted by Washington Mutual.

7       Q   Because they used MSP?

8       A   Correct.  So it was an industry standard

9  that was kind of nice.

10           MS. CROMWELL:  I bet it was.

11           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  Nothing got

12  transferred.  We just gained access to their

13  information, which is why this still has the 156,

14  which is why I know this is a Washington Mutual file.

15  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

16       Q   Great.  And the next page?

17       A   This is the investor screen, and it does

18  have a code on here.  And it's "CJP."  So that can be

19  "CJP."  So I know, when I go into our LISA system, we

20  talked about that before --

21       Q   Where is that "CJP"?

22       A   Right here.

23       Q   "CJP 001"?  And what does that stand for?

24       A   You see where the "INV" is, "WMMCS," you

25  know, you can see the "Vision Dr."  It says "WAMU
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1  2007-HY1."  You can see where it says "HDR," and it

2  has that information right there.

3       Q   Uh-huh.

4       A   That shows the actual trust.  So when I go

5  into LISA, I can put the "CJP" in there, and it pops

6  up all the information in regards to the "WAMU

7  2007-HY1."  So I can see upholding servicing

8  agreement.  I'm able to review all the documents in

9  regards to this particular trust.

10       Q   Okay.  So right under that "CJP," it says

11  "INV WMMSC C/O JPMC."  What does that mean?

12       A   I don't know specifically, but I do know

13  that the following document -- I mean, it has the

14  "Vision Drive," but it has the "Washington Mutual

15  2007-HY1," and that's the actual trust.

16       Q   And at the far right bottom of where there's

17  writing, not the far bottom writing, it says right

18  above the words "Owner," it has letters "DC999"

19  Customer DC --

20       A   "Customer DC999."  I have no idea what that

21  is.

22       Q   Do you know what that is, or you don't?

23       A   I don't.

24       Q   Okay.  I'm trying to see if there's anything

25  else on here that I --
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1           And then do you know what this -- where it

2  says above -- again, above where it says

3  "Owner/Assignment PF15," do you know what that is?

4       A   PF15 is just a screen.

5           MS. CROMWELL:  Print 15.

6           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  That is essentially

7  what that is.

8  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

9       Q   Okay.  And so the next page?

10       A   Is the loan transfer history.

11       Q   Okay.

12       A   And if you go down to where it says

13  "1-24-07."

14       Q   Yes.

15       A   That's where it was sold into the trust.

16       Q   So where it says "8-01-13 KUN" then --

17       A   It says "Maintain Investor."

18       Q   That's maintain investor.  What does that

19  mean?

20       A   That means it continues to be the same

21  investor.  Still continues to be in the same trust.

22       Q   So when you say that it was sold on the

23  1-24-07, I'm trying to follow what that means.  If

24  you can --

25       A   I can certainly tell you, on the adjustable
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1  rate note, we have "Washington Mutual NA FA."

2       Q   Yes.

3       A   So Washington Mutual Bank had sold this to

4  Washington Mutual as a Corp as they placed it into

5  the trust, and that is the documentation.  So you can

6  see where the transaction was on 01-24 of '07, and

7  then the effective date was on 02-01 of '07.

8           And the amount is 60 -- 69 -- so you can see

9  where you would follow through where the balance --

10  where the -- who the investor was were sold into that

11  trust.  And that's how we know the date that this was

12  sold into that trust.

13       Q   Right.  And this has -- this has also those

14  identifiers that we were talking about, at least the

15  two of them.  It has the "KUN" and "AO1."  So we're

16  trying to figure out, again, who that is and so --

17       A   "AO1," this was in 1-24 of '07.  That's when

18  Washington Mutual still had the file.  So I don't

19  know what their codings are.

20           The "KUN," it says "Old" and "Investor 2."

21  So it shows that we've maintained the investor.

22  Maybe there was a change in codes, but it shows that

23  we have maintained the investor.

24           So if there was a change to a different

25  investor, you would see, like, where it says "Sale to
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1  WMMCS," you would see something to the effect of

2  where there would be a change.  Like if it was sold

3  to another trust, it would be similar to where it has

4  that.  So this kind of memorializes the sale.

5           And then the next document is just our NOT 1

6  screen, and I like this one because it shows on here

7  the interest rate, the current interest rate, the

8  date it closed.  If you go all the way, it says the

9  first day payment.  And it's kind of nice because you

10  have everything in a concise area.  You can see when

11  the date that they were -- they are due.

12           So everything is in this particular screen.

13  So it's kind of nice where you can see the maturity

14  date.  So this is just a screen shot.  It's just --

15  essentially, it's kind of like a composite of the

16  loan history.  You know what the interest rate is,

17  the closing date, the first payment, what it's due

18  for.

19           And it's just a screen that I usually like

20  to pull up.  So I make sure we have our first

21  payment.  You can see the payments.  You can see the

22  next payment that's due.  And so it's just a screen

23  shot.  Hope that helped.

24       Q   Yes.  And then don't mean to belabor a

25  point, but I just wanted to do -- I figure we look up
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1  the definition of custodian of records just so you

2  would know what it is.  And I want to just put it on

3  record.

4           So according to USlegal.com, the custodian

5  of records is the person responsible for keeping

6  records in the ordinary course of business.

7           So that's why I was asking were you the

8  custodian of record.  With that definition, does that

9  help you to say whether or not you are or are not the

10  custodian of record?

11           MS. SAMBOR:  Vague and ambiguous as to

12  custodian of record for what.

13  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

14       Q   Okay.  Essentially, if we look to Exhibit 1,

15  which is the adjustable rate mortgage, are you the

16  custodian of record for that particular document?

17           MS. SAMBOR:  Vague and ambiguous as to

18  whether you're talking about the original or a copy

19  of Exhibit 1.

20  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

21       Q   If you can answer, you may.  Or do you need

22  me to narrow it down?

23       A   I need you to narrow it down.

24       Q   Okay.  So are you the custodian -- first

25  off, do you understand that custodian of records by
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1  the definition that I gave you?

2       A   I am able to access all this information

3  within our records.  I do have an employee number

4  password.  I'm given the authority to keep these

5  records to make sure that I'm only able to review

6  them and to make sure that nobody else gets the

7  password, my password, so they can go in there and to

8  look at them.

9       Q   Okay.  So here it says custodian is the

10  person responsible for keeping records -- keeping

11  records in the ordinary course of business.

12           So are you the person for keeping this, the

13  original adjustable rate note, as Exhibit 1, in your

14  ordinary course of business?

15       A   I am not.

16       Q   Okay.  And are you the custodian of records

17  responsible for keeping the record in the ordinary

18  course of business for the copy that is scanned into

19  your -- is it the --

20       A   Our i-Vault System.

21       Q   The i-Vault System, yes.

22       A   I did not scan records, but I do have access

23  to the information.

24       Q   Okay.

25       A   And I'm able to access the information.
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1       Q   Okay.  Thank you.  And so if we went through

2  each exhibit relatively quickly, I would be asking

3  the same question about each exhibit.  And I think we

4  can do that relatively fast because I just wanted to

5  see if that's -- so with respect to Exhibit 2, which

6  is the Docline report, are you the custodian of

7  record for the original Docline report?

8           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Misstates

9  testimony.  There was no testimony that there is an

10  original Docline report.

11  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

12       Q   Okay.  Then I would ask the question.  Is

13  there an original Docline report?

14       A   As I said earlier in my testimony, this is

15  an ongoing document.  I can print this up today, and

16  it may have different information.  It's a

17  recordkeeping of the original documents.  So there's

18  no original document.

19       Q   There is no original.  Okay.

20       A   It's a system.

21       Q   So who would be the custodian of records for

22  Exhibit 2 -- for the records supporting Exhibit 2?

23           MS. SAMBOR:  Vague and ambiguous as to

24  "records."

25  BY MR. FRESHMAN:
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1       Q   The Docline report, if we look at it

2  quickly.  Let me ask you again.  What does this

3  report do, this Docline report?

4       A   It memorializes where the original documents

5  are kept and where they are at a particular time.

6       Q   Okay.  So would you be the custodian of

7  record for the record supporting this exhibit?

8           MS. SAMBOR:  Vague and ambiguous as to the

9  term "records."

10  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

11       Q   This tells you where the original is kept;

12  is that correct?

13       A   Yes.

14       Q   Are you the custodian of records for where

15  the original is kept?

16           MS. SAMBOR:  Vague and ambiguous as to what

17  you mean for custodian of record for where the

18  originals are kept.  So you're asking who the

19  custodian of record for the location where the

20  originals are kept?

21           MR. FRESHMAN:  That would be yes.  That's

22  what I'm trying to find out.  Who's the original

23  who --

24           THE WITNESS:  Okay.  This is a vague

25  question you asked.
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1           MS. SAMBOR:  Sure.  Let's go off the record.

2           (Discussion held off the record.)

3  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

4       Q   So what we're trying to find out is, who

5  enters the information into the Docline report?  And

6  is that one person?  Docline system.  Excuse me.

7       A   We have a personnel that receives the

8  original documentation at the vault, which is in

9  Monroe, Louisiana, and they put the information into

10  our system.

11       Q   And the proverbial "they," because we don't

12  have a name, do they keep the originals?

13       A   The originals are placed in the vault.

14       Q   In the vault?

15       A   Correct.

16       Q   So this goes into the computer system, and

17  the originals are kept in a vault in Monroe,

18  Louisiana?

19       A   Yes.

20       Q   Okay.  So on the assignment of deed of

21  trust, for Exhibit 4, are you the custodian of record

22  for Exhibit 4?

23       A   I am able to access this information as it

24  was scanned into our records as the letter was sent

25  out to the borrower.
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1       Q   Okay.  But you're not the person that

2  actually inputs it, scans it?

3       A   I am not.

4       Q   So per the definition of "custodian of

5  records," you're not the custodian of record for

6  Exhibit 4?

7       A   I'm able to review this information in our

8  records.  It's an automated process where it's

9  scanned into our records as it's sent out to the

10  borrower.

11       Q   Right.  And, again, we don't know who scans

12  it?

13       A   It's an automatic process.  It's done by

14  our -- essentially the letter is printed out and

15  scanned into our records and then sent out to the

16  borrower.

17       Q   So does somebody actually write the letter,

18  or how is it generated?

19       A   By our MSP has a tool in there.  It's called

20  "letter writer," and it sends out by our MSP system.

21       Q   Okay.  So does somebody enter in that

22  information in response to Mr. Fox's letter?  Because

23  it says it responded to his --

24           MS. CROMWELL:  June 17th.

25  BY MR. FRESHMAN:
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1       Q   -- June 17th, 2014, letter.  So --

2       A   I don't know if it was --

3       Q   Did somebody actually read it, or does it go

4  into a computer, and he's able to optical scan it and

5  say, "We can" --

6           MS. SAMBOR:  Is that a question?

7  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

8       Q   Yeah, it is.  Is there an optical scan

9  function, or does somebody actually read the letter

10  that Mr. Fox sent?

11           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  I don't understand

12  what "optical scan" means.  So I'm going to object as

13  vague and ambiguous and also on the basis of

14  speculation as to whether someone read the document

15  or not.

16  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

17       Q   Is it the practice and policy of Chase, when

18  they receive a letter from a borrower, does a person

19  read it at Chase?

20           MS. SAMBOR:  You're asking about policy or

21  procedure?

22           MR. FRESHMAN:  Procedure.

23           THE WITNESS:  The procedure is that if a

24  borrower has corresponded, whether it be a verbal

25  correspondence or a written correspondence, to remark
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1  on what they have been asked.  And in this instance,

2  they were asked specifically about what looks like --

3  they were given the copies of the notes, secured

4  instrument, assignment of mortgage, and they asked

5  about the investor.  And this documentation, this was

6  sent out by our MSP system.  It could be that a

7  person read it and sent it out from there.

8  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

9       Q   This is the accounting record for 2006.  So

10  Exhibit 6 is the accounting record for 2006 and '07;

11  is that correct?

12           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Misstates

13  testimony.

14  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

15       Q   Okay.  So this is the loan history for 2006

16  2007 --

17       A   And 2008.

18       Q   -- and 2008; is that correct?

19       A   That is correct.

20       Q   Okay.  Are you the custodian of records for

21  this document?

22       A   I am able to access this information from my

23  computer --

24       Q   Okay.

25       A   -- given the authority to do so.
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1       Q   But you don't input this information?

2       A   I do not.

3       Q   And do you maintain it in your ordinary

4  course of business?

5       A   I am able to -- I have the ability to access

6  this information, and I am only able to because I

7  have the authority to do so, and I'm able to keep it

8  secure.

9       Q   Okay.  Exhibit 7, are you the custodian of

10  record for this document?

11       A   As I said before, I'm able to review this

12  information from my computer.  I'm able to access

13  this information.  I've been given authority, and I'm

14  able to keep it on my computer with no other people

15  accessing it.

16       Q   Do other people have access to this at all?

17       A   They would have to have authority.

18       Q   And are there other people that do have

19  authority?

20       A   I know that there are people that have

21  authority, and it would be delegated to whatever

22  their job title and their job performance is.

23       Q   So who would be the custodian of records for

24  the records supporting Exhibit 7?

25           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Misstates
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1  testimony.

2           THE WITNESS:  Can you be clear?

3  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

4       Q   Yeah.  Who's the custodian of records for

5  the records supporting Exhibit 7?  To clarify, there

6  are records in Exhibit 7, which, this is a report;

7  right?  It's a loan history?

8       A   It's a payment history.

9       Q   It's a payment history?

10       A   This is out of our MSP system.  It's a

11  payment history that's out of our MSP system.

12       Q   And so who enters this information?

13       A   It depends on -- as we spoke earlier from my

14  testimony, any person that can enter information

15  would be a person from our escrow department, payment

16  processing department if there's fees and costs from

17  the department.

18           They would be able to input information

19  specific to what they need to enter.  I will be able

20  to access the information as a payment history and be

21  able to review that.

22       Q   On Exhibit 8, which is also a loan history,

23  are you the custodian of records for Exhibit 8?

24       A   It would be the same answer as I gave

25  previous.
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1       Q   Okay.  And -- so would that answer be the

2  same for Exhibits 9 through 11?

3       A   Yes.

4       Q   Okay.  I think that gets us --

5           MS. CROMWELL:  Hold on.

6  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

7       Q   A few more questions.  Not too bad.  Do you

8  know the name Eric Bovee?  And that's spelled

9  B-o-v-e-e.

10       A   I don't know an Eric Bovee specifically just

11  to say "hello," but if you can give me a document to

12  look at and if there's something you want me to look

13  at.

14       Q   Well, we received a motion for summary

15  judgment, you know, a declaration for someone named

16  Eric Bovee for Chase.  I don't know if I can pull

17  that up.

18           MS. CROMWELL:  Sure.

19  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

20       Q   And so I was just curious if you knew that

21  name.

22       A   I don't know that name specifically.  I can

23  just see if there's a document that you want me to

24  look at with that title, and I can read that

25  document.
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1       Q   He says that he's an authorized signer for

2  Chase in the declaration on the motion for summary

3  judgment.  Do you know what an authorized signer for

4  Chase would be?

5       A   A person that's authorized to sign on behalf

6  of JP Chase Mortgage.

7       Q   And would that be for any and all documents?

8       A   I don't know.  We have certain litigation,

9  and there's certain documents.  And, again, it would

10  have to be -- a person would have to give

11  authorization to sign whatever document they are

12  signing for.

13       Q   Do you know what facility is in Milwaukee,

14  Wisconsin, for JP Morgan Chase?

15       A   I don't know specifically.  I do know we

16  have multiple offices throughout the nation that do

17  specific job duties.

18       Q   How did Chase determine you were the most

19  knowledgeable person for this deposition?

20           MS. SAMBOR:  Objection.  Calls for

21  speculation.  Calls for attorney-client privilege.

22           MR. FRESHMAN:  Are you directing her not to

23  answer?

24           MS. SAMBOR:  Can you repeat the question?

25           MR. FRESHMAN:  Yes.  How is it that Chase
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1  decided -- well, how is it that you -- well, can you

2  just read the question back?  That will be better.

3           (The record was read.)

4           MS. SAMBOR:  I'm going to object again on

5  attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product.

6  Vague and ambiguous as to the term "Chase," and I'm

7  going to instruct her not to answer.

8  BY MR. FRESHMAN:

9       Q   Okay.  So do you know who Chase is?

10       A   I do.

11       Q   In a context of what we're talking about?

12       A   Yes, I do.

13       Q   And do you work for Chase?

14       A   I do.

15           MR. FRESHMAN:  Okay.  I think we're done.

16           THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

17           MS. SAMBOR:  So --

18           MS. CROMWELL:  Do you want to recall her?

19           MR. FRESHMAN:  So what we'd like to do --

20           MS. SAMBOR:  I would like to ask some

21  questions.

22           MR. FRESHMAN:  Sure.

23           MS. SAMBOR:  If you would like me to do that

24  before you --

25           MR. FRESHMAN:  Yes.  Yes.  Yes.
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1           MS. SAMBOR:  -- proceed with what you were

2  about to say.  And I would like about five minutes

3  just to go through my questions and talk to my client

4  if that's okay.

5           (Brief recess.)

6           MS. SAMBOR:  So I'm not going to ask any

7  questions.  I don't have anything.

8           MR. FRESHMAN:  Okay.  So basically we should

9  just wrap this up with a normal conclusion, if you

10  will.

11           What we did in the last one was that the --

12  relieve the court reporter of her duties, and she

13  will keep the original transcript, if I'm not

14  mistaken.  And we ended up purchasing a transcript

15  for Mr. Fox in a PDF format and getting it to him and

16  getting his errata.  Is that the same way we do it

17  with Rosemary?

18           MS. SAMBOR:  So at the last deposition we

19  didn't enter a stipulation on the record.  We

20  proceeded according to the Code.

21           MR. FRESHMAN:  Yes.

22           MS. SAMBOR:  But then we agreed last week

23  that Mr. Fox could review the transcript at his

24  location.

25           MR. FRESHMAN:  Right.
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1           MS. SAMBOR:  We provided notice of the

2  errata sheet.  So that would be great if we can do

3  that again here.

4           So I propose relieving the court reporter of

5  her duties so that the deponent can review the

6  transcript at her location.

7           MR. FRESHMAN:  Right.  If we needed to, for

8  any reason because we haven't used up all the time to

9  have Rosemary back for a deposition, can we do

10  something on a video deposition, if we needed it?

11           MS. SAMBOR:  I would think so.

12           MR. FRESHMAN:  Okay.  So I would just like

13  to enter that agreement that we can get back just

14  like you can recall Mr. Fox.  We just have a little

15  more time that we can get from her.  If we find we

16  need something else.  Because after reviewing

17  everything, I'd like to be able to have that

18  opportunity.

19           MS. SAMBOR:  I would say yes with the

20  condition that, because she is a PMK, we get a

21  category of testimony.

22           MR. FRESHMAN:  Yes.

23           MS. SAMBOR:  That you would like from the

24  PMK.  And then for whatever reason we think that

25  category isn't appropriate, then that's something we
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1  can work out with you.  So I don't want to agree out

2  right to let her --

3           MR. FRESHMAN:  It's not an open ticket, but

4  it will be narrowly defined.

5           MS. SAMBOR:  We have a procedure that we'll

6  follow.

7           MR. FRESHMAN:  Yes.  That's fine.

8           MS. SAMBOR:  Okay.  So then as far as the

9  timeline for when she will execute the notice of

10  errata sheet, do you want to do 30 days?

11           MR. FRESHMAN:  Sure.  Is that okay?

12           MS. CROMWELL:  Yeah.

13           MR. FRESHMAN:  That's code.

14           MS. CROMWELL:  Yeah.  We have to respond by

15  May 30th -- that last week of May.  So it gives me

16  sometime.

17           MS. SAMBOR:  Okay.  Great.

18           (The deposition concluded at 3:09 P.M.)

19  //

20  //

21

22

23

24

25
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1                          ERRATA SHEET

2                          CORRECTIONS:

3

4  Pg. Ln. Now Reads  Should Read  Reasons Therefor

5  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

6  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

7  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

8  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

9  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

10  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

11  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

12  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

13  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

14  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

15  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

16  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

17  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

18  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

19  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

20  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

21  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

22  ___ ___ __________ ____________ _______________________

23
 Deponent's Signature __________________ Date ________

24

25
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9           I, ROSEMARY MARTIN, do hereby declare under penalty

10  of perjury that I have read the foregoing transcript; that I

11  have made any corrections as appear noted, in ink, initialed

12  by me; that my testimony as contained herein, as corrected,

13  is true and correct.

14             EXECUTED this _______ day of ______________,

15  20____, at_________________________,___________________.
                   (City)                  (State)

16

17

18                          ____________________________
                         ROSEMARY MARTIN

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1            I, the undersigned, a Certified Shorthand Reporter

2  of the State of California, do hereby certify:

3            That the foregoing proceedings were taken before

4  me at the time and place herein set forth; that any

5  witnesses in the foregoing proceedings, prior to testifying,

6  were duly sworn; that a record of the proceedings was made

7  by me using machine shorthand which was thereafter

8  transcribed under my direction; that the foregoing

9  transcript is a true record of the testimony

10  given.

11            Further, that if the foregoing pertains to the

12  original transcript of a deposition in a Federal Case,

13  before completion of the proceedings, review of the

14  transcript [ ] was [ ] was not requested.

15            I further certify I am neither financially

16  interested in the action, nor a relative or employee of any

17  attorney or party to this action.

18            IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have this date subscribed my

19  name.

20

21  Dated: May 2, 2017

22

23                         _________________________________
                         SAMANTHA VOGT

24                          CSR No. 14134
 The dismantling of transcript will void Reporter's

25  certificate.
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From: Ron Freshman ronfreshman@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Investor Codes_Response to Deposition follow up for Ms. Martin

Date: May 13, 2017 at 10:32 AM
To: Sambor, Kristy kristy.sambor@kyl.com
Cc: Piper, David David.Piper@kyl.com

Bcc: ksc@freshmanlaw.com, mna@freshmanlaw.com, joycefox00@aol.com

Kristy,	

While	I	appreciate	the	offer	to	walk	through	it	I	do	not	believe	there	anything	to	walk	through.	
We	want	the	investor	iden<fica<ons	as	promised	by	Ms.	Mar<n,	not	servicer	iden<fica<ons;	
period.	I	am	not	going	to	spend	any	addi<onal	<me	with	this	word	game.	

My	request	is	and	was	clear	at	that	deposi<on.	I	want	the	names	of	the	investors.	This	
informa<on	is	available	and	you,	or	your	client,	are	inten<onally	refusing	to	provide	it.	This	
informa<on	is	discoverable,	relevant	to	our	maDer	and	it	is	improper	for	you,	or	your	client,	to	
withhold	said	informa<on.	
	
As	you	are	aware,	we	have	a	mo<on	to	compel	on	calendar	and	I	will	instruct	my	staff	to	set	an	
exparte	to	have	the	<me	on	the	hearing	shortened,	as	your	obfusca<on	is	prejudicial	to	Mr.	Fox	in	
preparing	his	response	to	the	MSJ	as	well	as	in	preparing	for	trial.

Best,
Ron	

On May 12, 2017, at 6:11 PM, Sambor, Kristy <kristy.sambor@kyl.com> wrote:

Ron, 

If you would like us to help walk you through this on the phone next week, we would be happy to help. 

Have a great weekend,
Kristy 

On May 12, 2017, at 6:02 PM, Ron Freshman <ronfreshman@gmail.com> wrote:

Kristy, 

We are going back and forth on this with no traction. If INV means investor, as you have stated in several emails now, 
and you gave me the name of the servicer as a response, when are you going to give me the names of the investors, 
not the servicers? We know who the servicers are, what we want to know is who each investor is. If the as you state, 
[t]he code is an investor code that represents who the servicer is,” then provide the name of each investor for whom 
each investor code represents who the servicer is. 

Please do not waste our respective time (yours and mine) with rhetoric.

Either give the name of each investor as your PMK testified to or tell me you are unwilling to do so. 

Thanks,
Ron 

On May 12, 2017, at 5:48 PM, Sambor, Kristy <kristy.sambor@kyl.com> wrote:



Ron, again, INV does indeed stand for investor.

On May 12, 2017, at 5:28 PM, Ron Freshman <ronfreshman@gmail.com<mailto:ronfreshman@gmail.com>> wrote:

Kristy,

As I sated in my email, if Chase is now taking the stance (i.e., changing her testimony) that INV is not for the actual 
investor but is the “investors” code for the servicer, we will need a declaration, under penalty of perjury, stating 
that. Just let me know.

Thanks,
Ron

From: "Sambor, Kristy" <kristy.sambor@kyl.com<mailto:kristy.sambor@kyl.com>>
Subject: Re: Investor Codes_Response to Deposition follow up for Ms. Martin
Date: May 12, 2017 at 4:49:12 PM PDT
To: Ron Freshman <ronfreshman@gmail.com<mailto:ronfreshman@gmail.com>>
Cc: "Piper, David" <David.Piper@kyl.com<mailto:David.Piper@kyl.com>>

Ron, INV does indeed mean investor. The code is an investor code that represents who the servicer is.

On May 12, 2017, at 4:41 PM, Ron Freshman <ronfreshman@gmail.com<mailto:ronfreshman@gmail.com>
<mailto:ronfreshman@gmail.com>> wrote:

Kristy,

Chase’s representative stated the INV represents the investor. Please refer to page 83 of the deposition of the 
transcript in which I specifically asked if INV means INVESTOR? And the PMK responded yes.

If the PMK’s position is that is for the servicer of the investor, then provide a declaration, under penalty of perjury, 
that code represents the servicer and not the investor.

Ron

On May 12, 2017, at 4:05 PM, Sambor, Kristy <kristy.sambor@kyl.com<mailto:kristy.sambor@kyl.com>
<mailto:kristy.sambor@kyl.com>> wrote:

Ron,

While “INV” precedes the codes, the codes represent the servicer (for the investor).

We believe we have provided you with everything we promised.  If you disagree, please tell us which codes you 
still think we owe you.

I still await your responses to my other emails.

Kristy

...........................................................................................................................
Kristy H. Sambor
Keesal, Young & Logan
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KYL has offices in Los Angeles/Long Beach, San Francisco, Seamle, Anchorage and Hong Kong.  This e-mail 
contains information that may be confidential and privileged.  Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to 
receive messages for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose this message, or any information contained 
herein. If you have received this message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete this message.  
Nothing in this message should be interpreted as a digital or electronic signature that can be used to authenticate a 
contract or legal document.  Unauthorized use of this information in any manner is prohibited.

From: Ron Freshman [mailto:ronfreshman@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2017 3:53 PM
To: Sambor, Kristy
Cc: Piper, David
Subject: Investor Codes_Response to Deposition follow up for Ms. Martin

[hmps://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/images/cleardot.gif]Kristy<hmps://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/images/cleardot.gif
%5dKristy>,

Thank you for sending this email, intended to be responsive to our request at the deposition regarding investor 
codes.

However, this is not the identifications promised at Ms. Martin's deposition. We specifically requested the identity 
of each investor, which has "INV" prior to for example, AO1 (et.) , not the servicer. We already know who the 
servicer was. Therefore, please be so kind as to provide the identities of each investor as shown on both the 
accounting records and the Loan Transfer history as promised by Chase.

Much appreciated,
Ron

On Fri, May 12, 2017 at 11:12 AM, Sambor, Kristy <kristy.sambor@kyl.com<mailto:kristy.sambor@kyl.com>
<mailto:kristy.sambor@kyl.com>> wrote:
Ron,

During Ms. Martin’s deposition, you asked us to determine the meaning of the following codes.  I told them we 
were investigating and would get them to you as soon as possible (see your paragraph 3 below).  After further 
investigation, we have determined the following:

Exhibit 6:
<image001.png>
A01/158
A01: Loan servicer is Washington Mutual Bank, F.A.
158: Code used by Washington Mutual Bank, F.A. to keep track of the servicing agreement/Pooling and Servicing 
Agreement appointing the servicer

Exhibit 7:
<image002.png>
L76/002
L76: Loan servicer is Chase Home Finance
002: Code used by Chase to keep track of the servicing agreement/Pooling and Servicing Agreement appointing the 
servicer



Exhibit 9:
<image003.png>
KUN/002
KUN: Loan servicer is JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.
002: (same as above)

Best,
Kristy

...........................................................................................................................
Kristy H. Sambor
Keesal, Young & Logan
400 Oceangate, Long Beach, CA 90802
562.436.2000<tel:(562)%20436-2000> (office) | 562.436.7416<tel:(562)%20436-7416> (fax)
kristy.sambor@kyl.com<mailto:kristy.sambor@kyl.com><mailto:kristy.sambor@kyl.com> | 
www.kyl.com<hmp://www.kyl.com/><hmp://www.kyl.com/>

KYL has offices in Los Angeles/Long Beach, San Francisco, Seamle, Anchorage and Hong Kong.  This e-mail 
contains information that may be confidential and privileged.  Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to 
receive messages for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose this message, or any information contained 
herein. If you have received this message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete this message.  
Nothing in this message should be interpreted as a digital or electronic signature that can be used to authenticate a 
contract or legal document.  Unauthorized use of this information in any manner is prohibited.

From: Sambor, Kristy
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2017 5:16 PM
To: ronfreshman@gmail.com<mailto:ronfreshman@gmail.com><mailto:ronfreshman@gmail.com>
Cc: Piper, David
Subject: FW: Fox issues with discovery

Ron,

Please see our responses below.

Kristy

...........................................................................................................................
Kristy H. Sambor
Keesal, Young & Logan
400 Oceangate, Long Beach, CA 90802
562.436.2000<tel:(562)%20436-2000> (office) | 562.436.7416<tel:(562)%20436-7416> (fax)
kristy.sambor@kyl.com<mailto:kristy.sambor@kyl.com><mailto:kristy.sambor@kyl.com> | 
www.kyl.com<hmp://www.kyl.com/><hmp://www.kyl.com/>

KYL has offices in Los Angeles/Long Beach, San Francisco, Seamle, Anchorage and Hong Kong.  This e-mail 
contains information that may be confidential and privileged.  Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to 
receive messages for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose this message, or any information contained 
herein. If you have received this message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete this message.  
Nothing in this message should be interpreted as a digital or electronic signature that can be used to authenticate a 
contract or legal document.  Unauthorized use of this information in any manner is prohibited.



From: Ron Freshman [mailto:ronfreshman@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, May 01, 2017 7:08 AM
To: Sambor, Kristy
Subject: Fox issues with discovery

Hi Kristy:

Here is a recap of our conversation and agreements.

I want to point out at the outset of this responsive email that any default is irrelevant as my client concedes that he 
went into default. What is at issue are the following:

a. What your client(s) did with my client’s money.
b. whether or not your client(s) have a right to collect my client’s payment stream, i.e., are they the proper creditor, 
and
c. did your client apply my client’s payments properly (and properly report his actual interest paid to the IRS.).

So anything relating to the default is irrelevant and what you seek in regards to that is more prejudicial than 
probative and is designed or directed towards painting my client out as a bad borrower, a feeble borrower.  We 
disagree.
Simply because my client went into default does not give your client the right to misapply my client’s payments or 
to misreport his interest to the IRS.

Now I will address each of your comments below in red.
1.       Because you are not taking Dr. Rouff   deposition off calendar, we will be filing a Motion to Quash or 
Alternatively a Protective Order this afternoon and asking for our costs for doing so.

I explained to you in detail on our call today that because Mr. Fox is seeking emotional distress damages, we are 
entitled to his medical records. You indicated to me that you understood this position and said that you would ask 
Mr. Fox whether he was indeed going to pursue emotional distress claims. I have yet to hear back from you on this. 
Moreover, you have not explained why you think the doctor's deposition should be quashed if plaintiff is pursuing 
emotional distress damages.

At this time we have not asked for emotional distress damages in the complaint or prayer. We did mention it in the 
complaint but did not ask for a remedy in the prayer. At this time we are not asking for such but for me to state that 
there is no way, prior to completion of discovery would be imprudent for me to do and would prejudice my client if 
that COA was available after discovery. What appears to be sought from my viewpoint are my client’s medical 
records to paint him out in a negative light but the information sought is more prejudicial than probative.   As long 
as there is a possibility Plaintiff will seek emotional distress damages at trial, we need to pursue our defense the 
emotional distress allegation in his complaint.

2.        We will not consent to the 2009-2010, they are not relevant to the issues of this litigation; we will file that 
motion to quash next week. Further the subpoena improperly identifies Joyce Fox as a plaintiff when she is a 
nonparty.  We will be seek our costs on this as well.  Whether Mr. Fox was in default is the at issue in this litigation; 
how the payments he did make and the amounts added to the principal are what are at issue.

You advised during our call today that 2009 to 2011 is the relevant financial time period. You have apparently 
changed your mind. But, you have failed to state why you no longer no believe 2009 to 2011 is the relevant time 
period. We are more than happy to work with you on the time period, but you have failed to meet and confer 
regarding what time you believe is relevant and why.

In our conversation I stated that I believed the mamer to deal with 2010, 2011. You stated your reasons for including 
2009 due to taxes. I then reviewed the complaint again and realized that the relevant years were more properly 
2011-2103, hence the change and import of the email above.  We disagree on relevant dates.

3.       We are expecting the investor codes as promised, please provide no later than Wednesday May 3, 2017.



As I advised, I have requested these from Chase. I will provide them to you as soon as I receive them. But, I cannot 
guarantee that they will be produced to you by Wednesday, May 3, just three business days from now. This is in an 
unreasonable time period.

I understand it appears to be only 3 days but that is not accurate. We held the deposition on April 11, 2017 and 
yesterday was April 29th. Up to May 3rd is 3 weeks, not 3 days.  We will provide the information as soon as we can.

4.        The requests for production of documents – we need a list of each document and the request it is responsive 
to; or alternatively, amend the responses identifying the documents that are responsive. From our review not all 
responses actually have responsive documents, so we need to know what you think you gave us that you believe 
answered the requests.

You told me on our call today that you would determine whether in fact you have authority supporting your 
position that we need to provide you with the identity of each responsive document and provide us with the 
authority. Are you now disputing that you told us this? You have failed to provide us with this authority.

However, we discussed about naming what you produced and how it should be sent to us, i.e., we identified the 
documents we provided and what request it was responsive to, but you did not. Here is what I believe controls  
production of document responses.

A. Form of Production
(1) C.C.P.§2031.280(a) – Any documents demanded shall either be produced as they are kept in the usual course of 
business, or be organized and labeled to correspond with the categories in the demand. We disagree this rule 
requires us to label the documents to correspond with the demand categories.
(2) C.C.P.§2031.280(e) – If necessary, the responding party at the reasonable expense of the demanding party shall, 
through detection devices, translate any data compilations included in the demand into reasonably usable form.
B. “Document dumps” prohibited
(1) Kayne v. Grande Holdings Ltd. (2011) ,198 Cal.App.4th 1470
(2) Karlsson v. Ford Motor Co. (2006) 140 Cal.App.4th 1202

5.       We need a privilege log of each document that is being withheld. This log must identify the date, name of 
document, location, parties to the document and overview of the document. We need the privilege log no later than 
Wednesday May 3, 2017.

Again, during our conversation today you told me that you would determine whether in fact we needed to provide 
you with the privilege log and, if so, provide us with the authority. Are you now disputing that you told us this? 
You have failed to provide us with this authority.

A. Each withheld document on the grounds must be specifically identified in a “privilege log.” [CCP §2031.240]
B. The purpose of a “privilege log” is to provide a specific factual description of documents in aid of substantiating 
a claim of privilege in connection with a request for document production. (See Korea Data Systems Co. v. Superior 
Court (1997) 51 Cal.App.4th 1513, 1516-1517; Blue Ridge Ins. Co. v. Superior Court (1988) 202 Cal. App. 3d 339, 346; 
Motown Record Corp. v. Superior Court (1984) 155 Cal. App. 3d 482, 492; Hernandez v. Superior Court (2003) 112 
Cal. App. 4th 285, 292.
C. When a privilege log must be served. Best Product, Inc. v. Superior Court (2004) 119 Cal.App.4th 1181, 1187-88.
We are working on a privilege log.

6.       The vague /ambiguous objections are boilerplate objections. We need those amended.

We did not discuss this on our call today. You have not told us which objections you think are boilerplate. We have 
not met and conferred on this issue.

Included in our discussion I sent the meet and confer lemer and on relating to boiler plate objections, this is what I 
included:



included:

Vague and ambiguous and/or unintelligible. A responding party may not deliberately misconstrue a request simply 
to avoid providing a substantive response. See e.g. Deyo v. Kilbourne (1978) 84 CA 3d 771, 778. This is a valid 
objection only if the question is totally unintelligible. A party has a duty to answer if “the nature of the information 
sought is apparent.” Deyo v. Kilbourne (1978) 84 CA 3d 771, 783. This is particularly egregious when the term was 
defined, such as the Purchase & Assumption Agreement that was referred to as the “PAA”. (SPROG # 11) and 
“PROVENANCE” for the history of possession and / or ownership of the loan and deed of trust.
We disagree with your position that our responses are inadequate.

7.       Form Interogs – you are required to response to 17.1 subsection c of each RFA with the actual NAME, address 
and title of each person. The responses say “Person Most Knowledgeable”. This is an improper response and must 
be amended no later than May 3, 2017.

During our conversation today, you said you understood your objections did not make sense. You said you would 
follow up on each response and determine whether you needed an additional response from us. Are you now 
contesting that you told us this? You have failed to provide us with any information.

In 17.1 (c), it states that you must provide the actual name and title of each person…………not the person most 
knowledgeable.

It states: "state the names, ADDRESSES, and telephone numbers of all PERSONS who have knowledge of those 
facts; and”…

Such that the language speaks for itself.

We disagree with your position that our responses are inadequate.

8.       Compound, for example, please see Special Interogs to Chase, # 2, 4 and 7. This is an improper use of that 
objection and must be amended.

On our call today, you conceded that you could not locate any of our responses that the requests are compound. 
You apologized and said you would try to locate which responses you wanted to meet and confer about. I have yet 
to hear from you on this.

In #8 above it points you to Chase’s response to #2, 4, & 7 such that I think you may have overlooked that the 
example you seek is hiding in plain sight above.

We disagree with your position that our responses are inadequate.

9.       Answer, please confirm if you are amending or if we need to file the demurrer. Please note the lemer provides 
you with authority on the requirement of how the allegations are answered (i.e. if the ultimate facts or knowledge is 
specially within the control of defendant they are required to investigate and either admit or deny) and affirmative 
defenses are to be pled with facts.  I have provided you with decisional law on this in the lemer.

During our conversation today, we had no discussion about defendants amending the answer. Accordingly, I am 
dumbfounded about your statement that we would amend our answer. We have never discussed this. During our 
conversation, you said you would provide us with the authority to support your position that we need to allege 
facts in connection with our affirmative defenses. You have not done so.

We were discussing the answer in the context of the affirmative defenses and amending the answer with respect to 
those affirmative defenses. The authority is included in the lemer I sent you. But for ease of this response I am 
including the authority below with respect to the answer and the defects we believe it suffers from…

"Your clients are required to complete an investigation and for those facts that are within their possession, either 
admit or deny the allegation. Defendants cannot rely upon lack of sufficient information when the ultimate facts are 



admit or deny the allegation. Defendants cannot rely upon lack of sufficient information when the ultimate facts are 
in fact, within defendant’s possession and special knowledge.
In FPI Development, Inc vs. Nakashima, (1991) 231 Cal.App.3d 367, 384, the court held that the affirmative defenses 
pled in an answer to a complaint must be pled in the same fashion, and with the same specificity, as a cause of 
action in a complaint. Because conclusory allegations are not admimed by Answer, and because conclusory 
allegations have no pleading value, conclusory and “boilerplate” affirmative defenses are insufficient. Respectfully 
all of your affirmative defenses suffer from this defect. NONE of the Affirmative Defenses designates against what 
Cause of Action the defense is alleged; such affirmative defenses will prejudice Plaintiffs as Plaintiffs will be 
required to engage in expensive, and potentially unnecessary and irrelevant discovery. The individual affirmative 
defense’s fail to refer to the cause of action to which it relates ""in a manner by which they may be intelligently 
distinguished."" Code of Civil Procedure § 431.30(g); see Hata v. Los Angeles County Harbor/UCLA Med. Ctr. 
(1995) 31 Cal.App. 4th 1791, 1805."

Additionally, I sent you this in a follow up email 4-28-17 at 1:27 p.m…….

An affirmative defense in an Answer to a complaint must be pled in the same fashion, and with the same specificity, 
as a cause of action in a compliant. FPI Development, Inc vs. A1 Nakashima, (1991) 231 Cal.App.3d 367, 384.

All of the allegations are proffered in the form of terse legal conclusions, rather than as facts "averred as carefully 
and with as much detail as the facts which constitute the cause of action and are alleged in the complaint." (See 
Pomeroy, Code Remedies, supra, § 563, at p. 917.)   Id. at 384. An 'affirmative defense' is one which 'sets forth facts 
from which it results that, notwithstanding the truth of the allegations of the complaint, no cause of action existed 
in the plaintiff at the time the action was brought.' “(Salazar v. Maradeaga (1992) 10 Cal. App. 4th Supp. 1, 5 [12 Cal. 
Rptr. 2d 676], quoting Goddard v. Fulton (1863) 21 Cal. 430, 436.) as cited by  (Walsh v. West Valley Mission 
Community College Dist. (1998) 66 Cal.App.4th 1532, 1542, fn. 3 [78 Cal.Rptr.2d 725].)
<hmps://advance.lexis.com/api/document/collection/cases/id/3TSF-9H70-0039-41C7-00000-00?context=1000516>

Facts that show the untruth of an essential allegation of the complaint constitute denials, not new mamer 
[Bevill<hmps://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=0add10a2-60e5-4bb2-9398-
84944a6afed8&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fanalytical-
materials%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A52BW-4KX0-R03K-34WJ-00000-
00&pdscrollreferenceid=TAAF&pdtocnodeidentifier=N160A5&ecomp=kp�k&prid=446ab5d9-3da5-49f2-bcb0-
96bb2608a251> v. Zoura(1994) 27 CA4th 694, 698, 32 CR2d

We disagree with your position that our affirmative defenses are inadequate.<hmps://advance.lexis.com/document/?
pdmfid=1000516&crid=0add10a2-60e5-4bb2-9398-
84944a6afed8&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fanalytical-
materials%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A52BW-4KX0-R03K-34WJ-00000-
00&pdscrollreferenceid=TAAF&pdtocnodeidentifier=N160A5&ecomp=kp�k&prid=446ab5d9-3da5-49f2-bcb0-
96bb2608a251>
I hope this clarifies what are issues are with respect to the discovery sought and the answer to the complaint. 
<hmps://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=0add10a2-60e5-4bb2-9398-
84944a6afed8&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fanalytical-
materials%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A52BW-4KX0-R03K-34WJ-00000-
00&pdscrollreferenceid=TAAF&pdtocnodeidentifier=N160A5&ecomp=kp�k&prid=446ab5d9-3da5-49f2-bcb0-
96bb2608a251>
Thank you,<hmps://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=0add10a2-60e5-4bb2-9398-
84944a6afed8&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fanalytical-
materials%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A52BW-4KX0-R03K-34WJ-00000-
00&pdscrollreferenceid=TAAF&pdtocnodeidentifier=N160A5&ecomp=kp�k&prid=446ab5d9-3da5-49f2-bcb0-
96bb2608a251>
Ron <hmps://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=0add10a2-60e5-4bb2-9398-
84944a6afed8&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fanalytical-
materials%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A52BW-4KX0-R03K-34WJ-00000-
00&pdscrollreferenceid=TAAF&pdtocnodeidentifier=N160A5&ecomp=kp�k&prid=446ab5d9-3da5-49f2-bcb0-
96bb2608a251>



--
Ronald H. Freshman, Esq.
3040 Skycrest Drive
Fallbrook, CA 92028
858-756-8288
858-964-1728 fax
reply to: ronfreshman@gmail.com<mailto:ronfreshman@gmail.com><mailto:ronfreshman@gmail.com>
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3270 Explorer: Loan Transfer History (LNTH)
156 - JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.

Loan Number: 3969

 LNTH 3969              LOAN TRANSFER HISTORY         04/04/17  19:21:19  
 TRAN DATE OLD/INV  NEW/INV HT NM  S/R/M/C/F ADDITIONAL TRANSFER INFO           
 DATE PAID EFF DATE EFF BALANCE   INV LOAN #   OLD S/F     NEW S/F   GF AFT B/B 
  INV PUR BAL   FRCD                                                            
 -----CLT 908-----3 TO 1--CONVERSION TRANSFER HISTORY DATE 09-01-09-------------
 08/01/13  KUN/002  CJP/001 1  N  MAINT  INVESTOR                               
 __/__/__  08/01/13   708127.75   0605738865   .00375000   .00375000 +00.000000 
          0.00                                                                  
 01/24/07  A01/158  369/001 1  N  SALE   TO WMMSC M/S                           
 01/24/07  02/01/07   690000.00   0605738865   .00000000   .00375000 +00.000000 
          0.00                                                                  
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                

 on 4/5/2017 7:21:23 PM Page 1 of 1Printed By: U443923

REDACTED

REDACTED

CHASE-01625
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Kimberly S. Cromwell

From: Ron Freshman <ronfreshman@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 17, 2017 4:10 PM
To: Kimberly S. Cromwell
Subject: Fox: Joint Stipulation to Facts _ Here I say we stand with what we just sent. 

 
 
 

Begin forwarded message: 
 
From: Ron Freshman <ronfreshman@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Joint Stipulation to Facts 
Date: June 7, 2017 at 3:14:56 PM PDT 
To: Kristy Sambor <kristy.sambor@kyl.com> 
Cc: "Piper, David" <David.Piper@kyl.com>, "Melissa N. Alvarez" <mna@freshmanlaw.com>, 
"Kimberly S. Cromwell" <ksc@freshmanlaw.com>, Alexis Fisher 
<mrs.alexis.fisher@gmail.com> 
 
We stand with what we just sent for now.  
 
 

On Jun 7, 2017, at 3:07 PM, Sambor, Kristy <kristy.sambor@kyl.com> wrote: 
 
I see you struck a majority of the facts we included.  As I stated in my email to you 
Monday night, all of the facts we included you marked as UNDISPUTED in your 
opposition to our SSF ISO MSJ.  To be clear, are you now contending that they ARE 
disputed? 
  
........................................................................................................................... 
Kristy H. Sambor 
Keesal, Young & Logan 
400 Oceangate, Long Beach, CA 90802 
562.436.2000 (office) | 562.436.7416 (fax) 
kristy.sambor@kyl.com | www.kyl.com 
  
KYL has offices in Los Angeles/Long Beach, San Francisco, Seattle, Anchorage and Hong Kong.  This e-mail contains 
information that may be confidential and privileged.  Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive messages for the 
addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose this message, or any information contained herein. If you have received this message 
in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete this message.  Nothing in this message should be interpreted as a digital 
or electronic signature that can be used to authenticate a contract or legal document.  Unauthorized use of this information in any 
manner is prohibited. 
  

From: Ron Freshman [mailto:ronfreshman@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2017 2:59 PM 
To: Sambor, Kristy 
Cc: Piper, David; Melissa N. Alvarez; Kimberly S. Cromwell; Alexis Fisher 
Subject: Fox: Joint Stipulation to Facts 
  
Here is the revised joint stipulation of facts. Please review and sign and return.  
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Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended 
solely for use by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you 
are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the 
contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. 
 
This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived 
by Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing 
a safer and more useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, 
archiving and compliance. To find out more Click Here. 

<Joint Stipulation to Facts and Issues_V2.docx> 

 

 




